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CHAPTER- I 

INTRODUCTION 

Population migration-embOdies interaction with 

geographical space, which may not be merely a direct 

response to the objective economic circumstances. While 

taking into consideration the origin and destinatiCI'l of 

population flows,- the 11pUsh" and "pull • theory throws 

essential light a1 the .. nature, di~ection and volume of 

migration both at micro or macro levels. Mossil has 

provided a valuable summary of these models and has given 

sane suggesticas which may be regarded as dete zministic 

and probab111stic in nature. 

Most of the theoretical formulatioos are based on 

empirical evidence of the rural-urban or urban-rural 

migration in the context of developed countries of the 
, 

world. However these reflect the causes and nature of 

international migrations where the economic conditions, 

the governmental policies, the social welfare, development 

and other related variables play a significant role in 

making a choice to migrate. The nature of the social and 

econanic expectations on the part of migrants normally 

guide individuals • movements. 

Migr.ation has become a world-wide phenomenon in 

recent years. Millions of people all over the world move 

out of their noDmal place of residence to seek their 

fortune else~here. If military operations of political 

oppressions or ·religious persecutions were th€ major 
I 
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causes of exodus of people an various occasions in 

the past, it is by and large eccnanic factors that 

induce people to migrate in the modern period. However 

the exac~ circumstances under which people migrate fran 

time t'O time and place to place vacy considerably. 

Migrati~ is having far-reaching impact not only ori the 

migrants. but also on the society at large both in the 

place of origin and destination. Therefore, migration 

is a serious topic for study. 

TYPES OF MIGRATION: 
Hagerstrand(1957) distinguishes 

between ''active" and "passive" migrants. The"active" 

migrants are those who find out suitable destinations 

with guaranteed future prosperity and the "passive'' 

migranus follow impulses emanating from acquaintances 

who have already made fortunes. This helps in under-

standing the general pattern of migrant behaviour in 

space. The case of Gulf countries needs to be evaluated 
,, 

in the context of the aboye fo~lations. 

Before the oil boom, the entire Gulf region was 

predominantly agricultural in character but with little 

production. After the world war II, the oil boan brought 

in a transitional phase making the region economically 
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rich. The migration towards the Gulf is highly •selective" 

and generally more males than females are employed. In 

most of the cases the families of the employees do not 

accanpany them. This has a direct impact on the sex-ratio of 

the population of the receiving and sending countries. 

Among the Asian immigrants, there is a big influx 

of workers fran India and Pald.stan. Compared to others, 

India is a le~ding exporter of labor to the Gulf and the 

Emirates. The laborers fran India foms the most skilled 

part of the South Asian labor force to the Gulf countries. 

Migration is a concept which encompasses a wide 

range of patterns. From the geographical point of view 

it may involve the movement of people fraA one locality 

to another within the country or from one country to 

another. It may take place fran rural areas to .z:ural areas 

or frcm rural areas to u.I:ban areas; the vice versa may also 

possible. On the basis of duxation migration may classified 

into •permanentw_ or short tenn migration. •short te~ 

migration• comprises •seasonal migration" and "circular 

migration", involving the return of migrants to the place 

of origin. 

lAfter the industrial revolution the migration 

took the "townward" movement of people. Significantly, 

the .. townward" migration in search of non-agricultural 

occupations still continues to be the major pattern of 
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movement in all countries • 

. A new pattern of migration known as "brain-drain" 

became popular since the middle of the nineteenth century, 

when the "trans-Atlantic migration" was ushered in Europe. 

In this type of migration highly trained professionals 

consisting of Scientists, doctors, engineers, and other 

moved to us and other advanced countries in search of 

professional satisfaction and also for monetary gain. 

At a time when the townward migration and 

trans-Atlantic migration were gaining manentuna in Europe, 

the South-east Asian countries were the scene of another 

pattern of mig ratio~ .• Since the supply of local labor was not 

adeqUate, the planters of sugar, co£ fee, tea, :rubber and 

tobacco in the tropical countries like Mauritius, Figi, 

Guyana, Sri Lanka, Malayasia and Indonesia resorted to 

the import of cheap labor mainly from India and China 

under the "indenture" system (K. Davis, 1951). 

The economic prosperity of the West European 

Nations during the post second warld war period depended 

to a large extent on the labor of workers imported fran 

the less developed countries like Portugal, Spain, Italy, 

Greece, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco, 

known as the "Guest Workers" They have been manning many 
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industries and business ventures in West-European 

countries such as Great Britain, France, West Ge~any, 

Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland and Sweden. 

Migrati~n af a similar nature has been taking 

place to the Gulf countries since the "oil-boom11 of the 

seventies. The Gulf countries like. Iran, Iraq, Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, UAE and Qna.n depend on imported labor 

both skilled and unskilled to meet the labor requirements 

for the massive construction works which they have 

embarked upon fran the seventies. Large number of 

migrant workers unaccompanied by their nonMWorking 

dependents have migrated to these countries from India, 

Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Korea and the Philippines 

as the wage rates offe:red in the Gulf countries are 

fairly high compared to those prevailing in any of the 

countries of Asia. 

THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF MIGRATICN 

It was Ravenstein who started the ball rolling 

by providing a theoretical analysis of migration for 

the first time• Through two papers published in 1885 and 

1889 he fonnulated seven laws of migration based·on the 

census reports of England. He is of the opinion that 

migration between two points will innersely be related 
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to the distance and migrants will move by s~ages fran 

neamy towns to distant lands. Movement is mainly to 

centres of commerce and trade which accelerate overtime 

as a result of "the increase in the means Of locanotion••. 

Among the different motives, the inherent desire in men , 

•to better themselves in material respects" is the most 

_important in influencing the_ decision to migrate. ThoUgh 

Ravenstein's laws were able to stand the test of time# 
-

~hey contain mere generalizations without the underpinning 

of a theoretical framework. 

Everett Lee introdUced in 1964 a simple -.,;..-..:;.;;;;.;;;,,;;;-

conceptualisation of migration. According to him "migration 

is a process involving a set of factors at origin and 

destination and a set of intervening obstacles and a 

series of personal factors". The actual volume of migration 

depends on the degree of diversity of area, occupation and 

size of the population. Migration tends to increase with 

time and with the state of progress of the country. In 

every area there are countless ~factors, he says, which 

act to hold people in the area or attract people to it 

and there are others which tend to repel than. The effects of 

these forces varies fran person to person depending on 

. his age, experience, education, skill, sex, etc. He further 

introduces the concept of intervening obstacles like 

distance, cost of transport, restrictive ~igration 

laws, etc1 which also tend to exert different influences 
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on people. Though the theory provides a· gener~l 

scheme of migration within the framework of a push-pull 

combination, it does not throw much tight as to which 

of the plus and minus factors are more important to the 

emergence of different paterns of migration. 

Migration was linked with_ the process of 

development in the Lewis-Fei-Gustav mode1(1961); 

According to tids model, the econany consists of two 

sectors, the rural subsistence sector and the modern 

urban sector. The model focuses on the transfer of low 

productivity surplus labor from the subsistence sector 

to the modern sector as a result of the employment 

expansion of the modern sector. But, there is no reason 

to believe that the capitalist sector would expand in 

such a way as to absorb the entire volume of surplus 

labor force of the subsistence sector. The study is 

concerned only with rural to urban migration, and 

therefore, it is unsuitable for the analysis of any' 

other pattern of migration. 

Migration is regarded as an activity of "resource 

allocation", involving an investment which has costs and 

which renders returns, by Larry. s. Sjaastad and others. 

Both liloneta.ry and non-monetary elements are included as 
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items of costs. Non~onetary cost include psych'c costs. 
·-

According to him when value of all future ~onetary 

benefits from moving is greater than the monetary costs 

involved, migration takes place. This approach is 

relevant to the analysis of many patterns of migration. 

. ~.:-

According to Welport {1965), migration occurs 

when "the place utility", in a-few location becanes 

greater than that of the present location place utility 

represents the social, economic and other costs and 

benefits derived from an "individual's integration at . - . 

some position in space". The range of alternatives will 

be limited by one's own experience, information avail~le 

and even position his life cycle. It is known as 

"situational approach" because the determinants of 

migration such as population, density,· political and 

social structure etc. vary from situation to situation. 

But, how the system varies from place to place and the 

method through which it changes is more important in 

detennining the type and size of migration. 

According to the "historical-structure approach" 

advocated by many scholars, any study on migration must 

necessarily "probe into the pressures and counter-pressures 

both internal and external to the economy which cause 

changes in the organisation of production". The structural 
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transfor.mation of socialset-up rathe: than individual 
,. 

motives assumes priority in any migration stream, 

according to their approach. Migration becomes a class 

phenomenon where the unit of analysis should be the 

stream than the individual unit. Any study on migration 

therefore calls for.? broader theory of socio-economic 

and political changes to which migra~ion is only a part. 

The· historical-structural perspective pays scant 

attention to the factors that motivate individual 

factors especially because no attempt is made to examine 

the nature of the decision maldng process or the various 

elements that enter into the calculus. 

Marxian line of thinking is to consider migration 

as part of dilectical materialism. According to Marx 

when accumulation increases the ratio of variable to 

constant capital falls and therefore the demand for 

labor decline. As Marx and Engels commented, •It is not 

population that presses on productive power; it is 

productive pO\orer that presses on population... In short, 

the pauperisation of the working class as a result of 

capitalist expansion is the basis of all fonns of migration. 

Marxian approach to the study of migration has its own 

limitation. 

According to Zelinsky, personal mobility through 

space and time during recent history constitutes an 
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Messential component of modernisation process". The 

mobility txansition of a society is, according to 

"mOde;nisatjgn aeppoach", composed of five stages which 

corresponds roughly to the stages of demographic 

transition. The pre-mOdern society canpriees phase-I, 

in· which there is no migration. During Ehase-II representf.ng 

only_ ~ransitional society various patterns of migration. 

Mig~tion slackens during phase-III. In phase-rv which 

represents an advanced society, immigration of unskilled 

workers on a limited scale is quite feasible fran under

developed areas. There will be no migration of whatsoever 

during phase-v. The emphasis in this analysis is on Phase-v. 

The~emphasis in this analysis is on phase-II in which 

different types of migration emerge as has happened in 

England during the 19th century and is still happenning 

in the newly developing countries of Asia. The analysis 

fails to explain why and how migration of different patterns 

have taken place. It is also doubtful whether the same 

mobili~y pattern would take place throughout the world. 

The foregoing suzvey and Review points to the 

inadequacy of any one of the theoretical approaches alone 

to provide an analytical framework suitable for our present 

study of migration fran India to the Gulf countries. We, 

therefore, follow an ,eclectic approach which incorporates 
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elements from se2eral of them, most ~portantly from 

the modernisation approach and the historical-structural 

approach. 

The Objectives of the Study 1-

The objectives of the present study can be 

precisely .put in following points -

First, survey the present state of knowledge on 

the migration of Indian workers to the Middle East. 

Second, to analyse and show some of tne most 

important labor market effects of international labor 

migration; this provides a solid background for future 

research, specifically in relation to the bnplications of 

labor faports and population policies for economic growth 

in the labor-~porting countries and the impact of 

out-flows of labor on economic development in the labor

exporting states, specifically India. 

Third, to broadly discuss, taking'I<erala as an 

example, some of _the aspects, such as details of the 

persons working in the Gulf countries, how ·much money 

they are sending hane, and the impact of the money on the 

levels of income, consumption, ~vings and investment of 

these households. 

Fourth, the socio-cultural background .. of the 

emigrants and to establish, if possible, a cause--effect 

relationship between socio-cultural and economic background 

of the people and emigration. 
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F1ftb1 to examine the impact Of remitted money 

fran Gulf Indian workers on Indian economy and social 

structure. To see to what extent it bring forth econanic 

developnent and social transfotmation in various parts 

of Ind. ian society • 

Si.xtb. to bring out the faults and mismanagement 

in investment pattern of remitted money by migrants• 

househola_members and the government. 

Seventb, to point out various problems of. the 

Indian emigrants to the Gulf countries, both at their 

native place and the place of their employment in the 

Gulf countries. 

Eighth, Review and evaluation of Indian policies 

and the governmental and non-governmental institutions 

that are currently dealing with migration. 

Ninth, to analyse the efficiency of the governmental 

policies aDd institutions dealing with migration in India 

and to suggest any mOdifications, if necessary. 

Tenth, to show some factors likely to influence 

future trends in emigration to the Gulf countries fran 

India and naturally the remittance levels and flows, in 

view of the total number of migrant workers abroad and 

changes in their prope~sity to remit. 
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The last but not the least.atm of the study 

is to establish a data base and to provide refe~nces 

about the available studies and works on the subject, 

which will help and enable many scholars who would 

like to study and take up further reseax-ch work on 

the same or related subjects. The present study will 

remov~ many problems of future researehers in relate() 
-
fields· of study, which the present researcher faced 

during ~h~r research work. 

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 

Fran the very beginning, the researcher is 

honest~y admitting that the data and info~ation base 

is rather weak and unreliable. This is the reason that 

intended excellency could not be arrived at inspite Of 

the best efforts to interprete and understand both 

primary and seconda r:y data. 

The data varies either in the unit of measurement 

or in tems of its time-frame. In the absence of time 

series data pertaining to any aspect Of migration 

pattem and regional structure and its non-eaDparability, 

the study cannot reasonably boast of understanding 

development trends of the region. 

Moreover, another problem relating to availability 

of data, is that many of the data and infoDmation are 

available in two languages -- Arabic and Persian. It is 
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very difficult to get them translnted into English; and 

sometimes it is ~possible too. Again, one faces a lot of 

problems and difficulties in getting the ·requixed and 

reliable data in the case Of many Of the Gulf countries, 

which do not have proper census system like that we have 

in India. 

The acquired data and infomat:!.on, however, has 

been statistically processed and supported with many 

relevant illustrutions. The researcher is admitting that 

the application of statistical and quantitative techniques, 

which are noDnally essential for a geographical study of 

migration, is ~ther difficult and therefore, inspite of 

the lmowledge and awareness and ability to do so, it could 

not be done. Therefore statistical processing is used only 

to a limited extent. 

During the past ten years, anigration from India 

to countries in the Persian Gulf region is generally known 

to have been taking place on a substantial scale. But 

there is no systematic knowledge and data on it. The rough 

magnitudes can be deter.mined by_ various sources for example 

pronouncements made by the ministers of the government in 

the parliament of India, press reports, and estimates made 

by a few authors in studies on the labor situation in the 
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·Gulf countries. But, one of the limitations of such 

sources is that they are only conjectures, at best. 

Another possible source of data is the protectorate 

of Emigrants, which issues clearance to the emigrants and 

registers their employment agreements. 

Besides the above mentioned sources, these exists 

infor.mation on the number of visas and passports issued 

annually throughout India. But the drawback here is, 

passports are issued for many different travel purposes 

and destinations, and they are not only to countries in 

the Gulf region, but to other countries, too. Therefore, 

it will be a poor base to consider the number of passports 

issued as the criteria on which to construct estimates of 

the annual flows to any . particular retion_. 

A third source might be the Indian embassies in 

the different host countries, specially in the different 

host countries, specially in Gulf countries. But infoDnation 

fran this source is not available in India. Even whatever 

is available are in Arabic or Persian language, and 

sanetimes it is very tough to get them translated into 

English. 

Still an6ther source would be data on air traffic, 

the number of passengers travelling by the different 

airlines fran Iridia to the Gulf countries and back every 
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year. The difficulty with this source are manifold. The 

information is not available for all the various 

airlines that operate between India and the Gulf 

countries1 vast numbers of persons are known to have 

emigrated fran India to the Gulf region through third 

countries1 many emigrate by sea· and land routes; and 

passengers to the Gulf countries inc~ude not only new 
. 

emigrants but also those returning fran leave, as well 

as those who are making short visits. such as the •Haj" 

pilgrims and not for any employment as such. 

Until 1977/18, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 

issued •p• forms to persons travelling abroad, and the 

information used to be reported in •currency and Finance", 

published annually by the bank. The practice of issuing 

11 Pu fonns has since been discontinued with the relaxation 

of the rules regarding travel abroad. 

The present study endeavours to collect the existing 

bits and fragments of infonnation found here and there in 

a scattered way in various research summaries. government 

publications. and press reports, and to bring them 

together in a systematic way, which have a bearing on 

the migration of Indian w:> rkers to the middle East. Data.-' 

and information on this phenomenon is scanty in India, 

because no detailed and in-depth studies have been 
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by the government of India• As a .~pecific reference; 

l<erala State is taken for a detailed study- Of emigrants 

to the Gulf. 

In the present study there are four chapters and 

a conclusion. ·The first chapter deals with migration in 

an international perspective in gene~al and with the 

various dimensions and features of Indian emigration to 

the Gulf countries in particular. 

The second chapter discusses about Kerala state 

as a sample and example of Indian labor migration to the 

Gulf countries. It includes every details of the process 

of emigration, remittances, problena of emigrants and 

the impact of their remittances on the econany of Kerala 

and on their households' life style. 

In the third chapter the remittances, investment 

pattern, and the overall impact of this on Indian economy 

is shown. Attempt is also taken to give" an analytical 

study of the emigration and its impact on the social 

transfonnation and soci~l structure of India. 

The fourth chapter is a general discussion of the 

various problems that the Indian migrant laborers face 

at their native pl8 ce during the process of emigration, the 

problem of them as immigrants in their place of employment, 
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both socio-cultural and politico-econan~cal as well as 

religious problemsl and finally their problem as 

the return migrants to resettle themselves in their 

original place. to find out a job and to adjust to 

their new life style. An analytical and critical 

discussion Of Indian emigration to the Gulf countries 

is given in the· conclusion. 

(Inspite of all the above~entioned l~itations 

in the methodology of the present study • the .x:eeea.rcher 

hopes thct it will be proved helpful as a base for 

further research and exploration in the field) 
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CHAPTER - II 

ANALYSIS OF INDIAN EMIGRATION TO 

THE GULF 

The post-independence migrants whether 

Indians or otheiWise,· are different fran pre-independence 

migrants. Next to Europe, during the post-independence 

period, Gulf countries provide the biggest market for 

~igrant labors. The international migration of 

labor is of great significance in the Gulf region• 

The international movement of people in the region is 

the result of economic forces and in particular the 

demand of labor in oil rich states.1 

Although the Arabs are increasingly being 

trained to take up the jobs done by immigrants, they 

are not enough to replace the increasing flow of 

foreign workers. In any case, the Arabs do not want 

the labor shortage to be a constraint on the further 

acceleration of their economic growth. 

By the early 1970s the petro-chemical 

industries and small scale industries had been 

1. UN Demogra?hic studies, No - 64, 1979. 
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established in this region. The oil price hike of 

197 3 transfonned the scale and type of developnent 

with a thrust on the industrial field, creating a 

great demand for skilled and experienced labor. All 

the oil rich state planned to max~ise industrial 

.developnent. 

In the oil-rich Gulf states one thing is 

evident, i.e., that modernisation was not necessarily 

linked to the question of wealth. The modern develop

ment in each oil rich state varied according to the 

extent of the liberal and modern attitude of the 

Sheikhs as well as their ambition for overall 

development. 

Of course, econanic force are the basic 

detenninants of the international migration of labors. 

Unlike the permanent migrants who went to 

Australia# the temporarily recruited migrants to the 

Gulf, migrates with the understanding that he will 

return to his country after a specific period of 

time. The gorwing levels of unemployment and under

employment in several countries and the search for 
' 

higher remunerations are the factors that compel the 

workers to migrate temporarily to labor-short economies • 
... ~ 'DISS .~. 

331.62540536 
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This phenomenon of temporary migration has taken 

place on a. large scale in the seventies when Gulf 
2 

countries started importing overseas workers. 

During 1960s when oil revenues of the Gulf 

countries began to increase quickly, they invested 

heavily in social infrastructure and overheads. 

Schools, hospitals, construction of roads, highways and 

air-poFts, and provision of essential utilities like 

water distillation plants supply of drinking water,etc. 

were established. This resulted in de,:and for construction 

workers. 

The record oil price hike of 1978-79 had led to 

further ,nodernisation of the Gulf countries. More 

social infrastructures were provided, modern schools 

were set up, urbaned house and dwelling units were 

constructed, and various utilities and services like 

electricity, urban sewerage system, sanitation, and 

health~services were provided. All these activities 

involved construction resulting in the demand for a 

variety of workers. 

While the demand for labor has grown very 

high in most of these countries, human skills are 

2. Economic Times, 13th March, 1984, N.Delhi. 
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scarce in relation to the total population 

and it opens up opportunities for Asi~n and African 

countries for migration of their surplus labor, which 

they have in plenty. As a result more than 50 per cent 

of the workforce in the Gulf countries consists of 
.. 

foreign workers and 25 per cent of the population 

of UAE consists of foreigners. 

In 1975, 58 per cent of total immigrant 

workers were provided by 9 Arab countries. They 

are; Egypt {18.6%), Jordan {13.~), Morocco (O.~), 

Oman (1.~~), Sudan (2.4%), Syria (2.7%), Tunisia {1.5%), 

Yemen Arab Republic (15.4%) and People's Democratic 

Republic of Yemen (3.5%). 3 

The Indian sub-continent was the second 

largest source of immigration. India and Pakistan 

together supplied 16 per cent of the total immigration. 

According to a world Bank study (1980-85) 

on the occupational characteristics of migrants 

workers in the Gulf, about 14 per cent are employed 

3. Monitoring Report, 1979. 
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in professional, technical and managerial occupations. 

About 19 per cent are employed in clerical, sales 

and services. jobs and the remaining 67 per cent are 

unskilled and semi-skilled workers. 

According to the available data the largest 

proportions of migrant owrkers are employed in the 

construction sector {35.4), followed by services{21.9), 

cammerce{13.6) and agriculture\9.2). A smalled pro-

·portion are employed in mining(ll.S), manufacturing(6.0), 

utilities{l.4), transportation and cammunication(6.4) 

and others(4.3). The recent trends are shown in the 

accompanying figure. 

The data on the inflow of the workers into 

the Gulf region is difficult to find out for the 

latest period. It is, however, believed that large 

scale migration had taken place since the second oil 

price hike of 1978-79. Although labor exports from 

the Arab ·countries increased, especially those fran 

Egypt and Jordan, the South and East Asians provided 

bulk of the in-flows. Indications are that Indian and 

Pakistani workers in the Gulf states increased only 

marginally, but their share in the Saudi Arabian market 
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. 4 
increased substantially. 

INDIAN EMlG~--:~BIUEF HISTORY 

For India, the migr~tion of its labor across 

national boundaries is nothing new. I~ began a long 

5 time ago, 'l'he tradi t:ion of Indian emL , .. a tion 

began in ti,_ (:Olonial period when the British Empire· 

permitted free movement and settlement within limits 

of the Empire's territories. 

By far the most· significant factor in Indian 

migrat:ton during imperial t.;imes was the system of 

11 indentured labor", under which large number. of 

Indians went to distant colonies to provide lobor 

for the new plantation indu~trJ~s lik€ sugar in 

6 
Mauritius, Fiji and Trinidad, and rubber in Nalay. 

This phase, which existed during much of the 

nineteenth century and thf~ ear~y twentieth century; 

came to an end soon after the first world war. 

----------.--------
4. 

5. 

6 •. 

Birks ·and Sinclair, International Migration and 
Development in the Arab Region, 1980, a WEP Study 

Nayyar, Deepak, in 11 To the Gulf and Back'(ed.) by 
Amjad Rashid, 1989, P. 95. 
Mathew E,T. and Nair, l?.R.G. "Socio-Econanic 
character~st1cs of emigrants and emigrants • households, 
E~oncmic §Pd ·Political Weekly, 15 July, 1978~ P. 1146 •. 
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Out migration from the Indian subcontinent 

deconed during and immediately after the first 

world war; but after independence it started again 

on a different basis and with a new dimension. The 

export of labor from India after independence, 

prOV'ides a sharp contrast not only in the skill but ·· 
7 

also in the destinations of the migrants. 

The first phase of this migration, which 

began in the early 1950s and continued until the 

mid-l970s was characterised by a movement of persons 

with te.chnical skills and professional expertise to 

the industrialised countries. The main countries of 

destination were UK, us, canada and to a smaller 

extent, Western Europe and Australia. 

The trend was towards semi-skilleC! and skilled 

Gujratis and Punjabis looking for employment in 

Britain. There was a small and steady flCM of professionals 

such as doctors and Engineers to Britain and USA. Even 

though settlement was always on permanent pasis, 

7. Nayyar, Deepak, "India" in Amjad Rashid (ed.) 
To the Gulf and Back: Studies on the Econanic 
impact of Asian Labor Migration. 1989, P. 95. 
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regular remittances of money became an established 

pattern • ., 

During the mid-seventies occured the ·second 

phase of international labor migration in post 

colonial India. Migration during this phase was 

largely to the oil-exportinq_ countries of·the 

middle-East. It began in the 1970s and peaked in 

early 1980s, largely because of the dramatic 
... 

increase in the price of the crude oil and petroleum-

products, which led to an econanic boan in the labor 

scarce economies of OPEC. 

One can find many striking different features 

about the nature of this recent wave of migration to 

the oil-rich countries. Many of these migrants are 

in the· category of unskilled workers and semi-skilled 

or skilled workers in manual or clerical occupations. 

Most important about this new phenomenon is that, 

the movement of Indian migrants to the middle East 

is temporary emigration as distinct from the permanent 

emigration to the industrialised countries of the 

preceeding phase of the post independP.nt India. 

About the labor flows associated with the 

first phase of migration from India during the period 
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from early 1950s to the mid 1970s, there is hardly 

any syst~atic information, .. let alone data. However, 

it is widely accepted thct most of the migrants 

possessed.technical skills or professional expertise 

and that their destinations were almost entirely 

in the developed world; like UK, USA, Canada, Western 

Europe and Australia. 

The situation apropos data on the second and 

more recent phase of emigcation frc:rn India, which 

began in the mid 1970s, is not quite so bleak, even 

though the information available is far fran adequate 

and clearly not sufficient for us to attempt any 

systematic ~alysis cf. the labor flows. 8 

Again the emigrants of the second phase are 

persons who are at the l()l.orer end of the spectrum 

of skills, as also of incomes, whether in India before 

their departure or in their place of work in the 

oil-exporting countries of the Middle-East. For 

another, an overwhelmingly la~e proportion are 

temporary migrants who return to India after a finite 

period of work overseas, which is, more often than 

not, two years. Past emigration were often motivated 

a. Nayyar, Deepak, Ibid., P.97. 
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by a desire to estab~ish a permanent or long-tenn 

resistence abroad, resulting.in the movement of 

entire families and the formalisation of small 
9 

migrant communities in the host countries. 

The motivation to maintain links ·with the 

country of origin or to transfer savings to that 

country is not likely to be strong in such cases. The 

middle-east migration, on the other hand, is almost 

entirely temporary and tied to fixed-term contracts v of employments, which hold out no prOspects for 

naturalisation or assimilation. Migrants are almost 

always obliged to return to their hane countries 

after completing their employment contracts. 

Most of the emigrants to the middle-east are 

not allowed to take their families with them. Fran 

the outset, therefore, the migrant will view his 

migration in terms of its impact of his econanic 

status and living conditions in the home country. 

During his employment aborad, separation frc:m his 

family and his concern for it constantly reinforce 

his ties with the heme country. 

9. Gunatilleke, Godfrey,(ed.),"Migration of Asian 
workers to the: Arab World", 1987, P. 2. 
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The contractual limitations on his stay will 

direct his attention to the situation with which he 

will have to cope up on his return. This concerns 

will invariably influence his pattern of consumption, 

savings, and transfer of income to the home countxy. 

At each of the different levels - that of 

the individual migrant, the household, and the 

cc::mnunity -this single migrant; temporary flow of 

labor will have effect that are fundamentally different 

from past migrations. 

The long periods of separation will affect 

the migrants • family relations, marriage and fertility. 

It will lead to a new disposition of roles within the ~ 
household. In many cases there will be sane enhahcewent v 

10 
of responsibility about decision making for women. 

The labor migration from India to the Middle-East 

is also distinguished from previous migratory flows 

by the wide participation of different socio-econanic 

groups. The migrants are recruited from the lower 

inccme groups, predaninantly frc:m the rural areas. 

10. Gunat.illeke, Godfrey (ed.), Ibid, 1987, P. 2. 
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Through the rnigration to ~he Middle-East; these groups 

have enjoyed access to employment opportunities at 

relatively high income levels, often surpassing the 

incanes enjoyed by upper-income groups .in their own 

societies. 

Another striking feature of the middle-East 

migration in the special type of interdependence it 

has created between the cmlntries-importing the labor 

and those supplying it. India as well as most of the 

labor-supplying countries have become heavily 

dependent an their migrant work force in the middle-east. 

It helps in managing their balance of payments(BOPs} ~ 

and it relieves them of their problem of unemployment. 

The dependence of these countries on their 

expatriate labor is by no means marginal. It can be 

described as structural. For a considerable period 

of time in future, there economies will have to rely 

on a large stock of migrant workers both to maintain 

their level of consumption and to expand their 

economies at reasonable rate of growth. 

l 
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INDIAN EMIGRATION TO GULF:-

Indians have migrated to almost all the 

capital-rich Arab states that entertain Asian 

immigration. P.c. Jain11 has obsetved that the 

migration of Indians to the Gulf region was minor 

until the end of world war II. And it increased subs-

tantially only after the first oil price hike of 

1974-75. 

The trade contracts of Indian meiChants with 

the middle~ast countries have existed for several 

centuries. The United Arab Emirates imported Indian 

goods and redistributed them throughout the Arabian 

12 peninsula. The Indian merchants and their Arab 

partners also used to carry out extensive illegal 

trade with India in gooos on which the government of 

India had placed import restrictions, such as gold, 

watches, tape-recorders and transistor radios. It is 

estimated that about 3,000 Indian merchant families 

live in Dubai and that they had arrived there well 

11. 

12. 

Jai_n, P.c., "Indians Abroad", Econanic and Political 
Weekly, 20th February, 1982, P. 299-304. 

Weiner_ Myron. Po~lation and Development Review, 
8th March, 1982, • 13. 
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before the 1970s. 

According to Birks and Sinclair there were 

247.700 Asian workers in the Arab region in 1970; dis

tributed in Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait and the UAE. The number 

of Indian migrants woekers increased quite rapidly after 

197o.13 

on 26th~· March 1981, the Indian Minister of external 

affairs infonned · the Parliament that there are an 

estimated 559.500 Indians working in the major countries 

in the Gulf region. According to this estimation, the 

largest concentration of Indian migrants was in the UAE1 

sa~di Arabia and Kuwait were next with ao.ooo each(see 

table- 1). 

Table-1 -Indian Workers in Arab Region, 1981 

I 

Countries Number of Indian ' • 
• workers(appraximate)l • • I 
I 1. Saudi Arabia ao.ooo • f 
I 2. Kuwait ao.ooo I 
I 
I 3. UAE 250.000 I 

4. Qnan 65.000 

s. Libya 40.000 

6. Bahrain 25.000 

7. Iraq 25.000 

a. Qatar 25.000 

I 9. Yemen Arab Republic s.ooo 
l 

:to. Jordan 3.000 
I 

'11. Yemen 1.000 

Total 599.500 

Source' Statement before Parlement, 1982. 

13. Birks, J.s., and Sinclair, c.A, op.cit.P.31. 
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Another estimate of the number of Indiaa workers 

iR the Gulf come from Mr. A.A._ Rahim, external affairs 

Minister of India, who visited the region ia May 1983, 

to study and fiRd solutions to the problems faced by 

Indian labor. According to him, there were nearly &ne 

million Indian workers in the Gulf countries. The 
,. 

accompanying figure shows the distribution e£ Indians· 

in major Gulf countries. 

A large proportion, i.e., more than 50 per cent 

of the Indian migrants came from the small state of 

l<erala, which accounts for less than 4 per cent of the 

total population of India. Estimates shows that there are 

five lakh Keralites working in the Gulf region. 14 

The main source of data on the dimensions and 

composition of the labor outflows is the organisation 

of the .. Protector General of Emigrants•, in the Ministry 

of labor, which provides emigration clearance for 

workers who intend to take up employment abroad. The 

statistics on emigration clearance may, however, under-
. 15 

estimate the number of migrants for three-reasons.-

14. Indian Express, lOth April, 1983. 
15. Nayyar, Deepak., op.cit., P. 97. 
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First, professionals or persons with 

post-graduate educational qualifications 

are exempted fran the statute on 

emigr&tien clearance. 

Second, persons who have obtained 

emigration clearance and work 

abroad for a period of two years, 

do not require emigration clearance 

if they return ov~ rseas for employment 

a second-time-around. 

Third, there are illegal migrants 

as aloo persons who leave on a visitor 

visa and succeed in staying on, vho 

are obviously not included in such 

enaneration. 

The following table (2) contains the trends 

in the annual outflows of labor from India, since 

1976, as measured by the statistics on emigration 

clearance. 
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Table-2 -Annual Labor Outflows from India 

To the Gulf Reg;on: 1976-86. 

I 
1 Year Number I 
1 1 

1 
I 1976 4200 I 
l I 
'I 1977 22900 1 A. 
¥ 1 ,. 
\ 1978 69000 I 
~ 1 
l 1979 171000 J 
l 1 
l 1980 236200 I 
y I ,. 
11' 1981 276000 1 ' l I 
I 1982 239554 1 
l 1 
1 1983 224995 1 
l 1 
l 1984 205922 1 
l 1 
I 1985 163035 ~ 
y 

t ' • 1986 113649 I } 
y 

l ~ 

Source: Ministry cf Labor, Government of India. 

The table shows that out~igration which was 

a mere 4000 in 1976, increased at a phenomenal 

.rate through the late 1970s and reached a peak 

level of more than 275.000 in 1981, after which it·

declined slowly until 1984 and sharply thereafter. 
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It is worth noting that Soudi Arabia9 Oman, 

and the UAE, in that order of significance, were 

the principal destinations of Indian Migrantso 

Taken together, there three countries absorbed more 

than ~ of labor outflows frc:m India during the 

mid-1980s as compared with less than three-fifths{3/S) 

in 1982, thus sustaining out migration at levels 

which may not otherwise have been possible in 

the face of an ~conomic contraction in the Middle 

East. The demand for imported labor in these 

economics did not slacken as much in-so far as the 

emphasis on development of the infrastructure and 

investment in the industrial sector continued for 
. 16 

some-time in spite of the drop in oil prices. 

Emigration to Gulf countries fran India is 

occuring mainly from seven states -Kerala, Andhra 

Pradesh, Punjab, Gujrat, Goa, Maharasbtra and Tamil 

Nadu. Out of these seven states, Kerala is supposed 

to account for not less than 5~~ of the migrants. 

Tamil Nadu is the latest entrant into the exodus. No 

surveys are known to have been conducted about the 

volume of annual flow of migrants for any state in 

16. Nayyar, Deepak, op.cit.,F. 98. 
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India other than Kerala. According to a survey 

concnlcted in Kerala fran January to March 1980, 

there were 207.800 persons employed abroad, of 

17 
whom 186.500{90%) were in Middle Eastern countries. 

This figure includes only the workers, not their 

non-working spouses, relatives, or children who 

live with them abroad. There are reasons to believe 

that this figure is low.. 

The vast majority of Indian migrants to 

the Gulf countries are rural people. ; The 
i 

townspeople among these migrants are the engineers, 

doctors, contractors, and other professional . ' 

workers, whose proportions among the migrants 

is likely to be extremely small, about lo-t. 

at the most. The available evidence on the 

skill composition of migrants is set out in the 

following table {6). 

17. Nair. P.R. Gopinathan, 11 lndia11 in Gunatilleke 
Godfrey {ed.) Migration of Asian Workers to 
the Arab World, u~~, 1987, P. 70. 
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Table - 3 - The skill Canposition .of Labor 

outflow fran India • 1984-86 • 

Skill 
1984 1985 1986 

Category No, percen- No, Percen- No, 
tage tage 

1. Unskilled 88575 ~ 55710 34!2 45577 
workers of 
which· : Cons- 85797 41.7 51330 31,5 39314 ... 
t.rtletion & 
fann labor & 2778 1,3 4380 2,7 6263 household 
workers 

2, Skilled workers 86014 .!!.& 86037 52!8 53432 
of which: 
Construction,.& 45882 22,3 46318 28,4 24485 
other activities 
& services, 40132 19.5 39719 24,4 28947 

3, White-collar 7477 ~ 5753 3 1 5 7351 
workers 

4. High-skill 6495 hl ll7.§ . 4,5 ~ 
workers of 
which: 

Para-medical 2630 1,3 1205 0,7 1175 
staff,Techni-
cal & Super- 3865 1.9 6173 3.8 4783 
visory Perso-
nnel. 

5. Others 17361 §.s.L 8157 5,0 1331 -
Total 205,922 100,0 163,035 100,0 113,649 

Source : Ministry of labor, government of India, 
New Delhi, 

Percen 
tage 

40o1 

34,6 

5,5 

47,0 

21,5 

25,5 

6,5 

hl 

loO 

4,2 

b.L 

100,0 
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A cautious analysis of the above data shows 

that in the mid-1980s unskilled workers constituted 

about 40',(. of the total labor outflows fran India, 

skilled workers accounted for scmewhat less than 

50'/o, while white-collar workers and high-skill 

workers made up a little less than 5% each. The 

outflow of workers engaged in construction activities, 

skilled & unskilled taken together, declined not 

only in absolute teons but also as a proportion of 

total out migration. The outflow of skilled workers 

engaged in non-construction activities also declined 

in absol~te teDns but increased in relative terms 

because of the greater contraction in total outflows. 

In contrast to these above two categories, the 

absolute levels of labor outflows were sustained for 

white-collar v1orker as also high-skill workers, 

and registe~d an increase among unskilled workers 

in non-construction activities, so that the share of 

each of t~ese categories in total out-migration rose. 

One of the most striking features of the Indian 

migrants to Gulf countries is that an overwhelmingly 

large proportion of the out~igration, whether in 
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construction or in other activities, was made up 

of workers employed in the services sector, so much 

that the proportion employed in the manufacturing 

sector was small while that in the agricultural 

sector was negligible. Given that such emigration 

fran India to the middle East is temporary, it would 

seem to provide an _example of international trade 

in services where ~he producer of a service moves 

to the consumer of a service in order to execute the 

transaction. 

I 

The major need for the demand of migrant labor 

by the Gulf countries is the decision of the 

respective governments to create a welfare state; 

and planning to oppose the redistribution of patential 

power instead of supporting policies to bring about 

modest rcc~i3tr:!:"''.lt.i:m of wc::alth. t-1o.ny of the Gulf 

countries (e.g. UAE} are financially sound and is 

able to provide a wide range of social services and 

securities to its people. They therefore, not only 

need a lubor force to construct schools, hospitals, 

and houses, but they also need teachers, doctors, 

nurses, technical personnel accountants and managers 
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to maintain these facilities and serving institutions. 

Another reaso~ for importing labor is that the 

UAE government is attempting to diversify its 

economy and wants to reduce its dependency on oil 

export by investing ~n industry. Therefo~, the 

governnents of the various Gulf countries are properly 

investing its oil eamings on banking, alluminium 

plants, cements, fertilisers, flour processing, dry 

docks, oil refineries# hotels, air ports, roads and 
18 

communications. Since these countries lack the skills 

necessary for establishing these industries, they 

depend on imported skills and labourers. 

A third reason for importing labor is the fact 

that the national population is small and the labor 

force participation is also very low. l'or example, the 

total population of the UAE in 1975 was 296,500 out 

of which only 45.000, i.e. 15.2 per cent, were the 

labor force of UAE. Moreover, the labor force is not 

available for the modern sector in Dubai and Abu Dhabi -. 
because of the low lite racy rate & very low technical 

knowledge and know-how of its population. 

18. Weiner Myron, op. cit. 1982. 
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The fourth and most important reason is that 

women do not work in a limited number of professions 
19 

like teaching and nursing. In view of the very 

limited indigenous workforce, it is perhaps 

surprising that the capital rich UAE and other Gulf 

countries have embarked upon the course of danestic 

econ~ic development with rapid industrialisation. 

But at the same time, the dependency of these states 
-

on the outside world has mounted to critical propor-

tiona in the areas of food, consumer goods arid above 

all the labor force. In fact, the shortage of 

manpower has become an important issue and this has 

increasingly been seen as a major constraint on the 

future econcrnic growth and change. 

In the beginning of the 1 70s the Gulf countries 

received a large number of people of the mixed Arab 

and non-Arab countries. Recent developments have 

brough;t. a very large number of foreign workers. 

Among others, there has also been a large influx 

of workers from India and Pakistan. India is the 

leading labor exporter to the Gulf countries and 

to the Emirates in particular. 20 

19. Mertz. R.A. 1972, Education and Manpower in the 
Arabian Gulf. 

20. Monitoring Report, Vol.rr. 1979. 
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' 

According to.- the available data_, the highest 

number of migrants could .be seen fran l<erala(2SOA.), 

followed by Gujrat(l6%), Uttar Pradesh(l4%), Pujjab(ll%), 

I<a.mataka ( 9%), Rajasthan (S0..4), Maharastra (6%), Goa & 

Madhya Pradesh()% each), & only ~ from Bihar. The 

figure shows it. ·· 

Out of these seven states I<erala is the state 

exporting not less than 5~ of the total number of 

emigrants, though its population accounts for only 

for 4~ of the total population of India. Further the 

migrants are not fran a hanogeneous socio-econanic~ 

background is also ,proved by many studies. Therefore, 

it will be interesting to study Kerala state and its 

migration process and related studies. In the next 

chapter we will deal with it extensively. 

SUMMARY: 

The large scale migration, during the post

independence period, to oil-rich Gulf countries is 

different from all the earlier types of labor migration 

in many senses. Unlike the earlier migrations, the 

emigration to Gulf countries is almost always temporary 

The migrants are mainly contracted for 2-3 years. 
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The migrants included many levels of sk~lled, semi

skilled and unskilled laborers, and not only skilled 

professional ones. The two oil price hikes and the 

•construction-boom" resulted in the demand for a 

veriety of workers. As human skills are scarce in 

relation to total population, 50% ofworkers in Gulf 

countries are foreigners_. After Arab states,· India 

is the second largest su:pplier of workers to Gulf' 
-

countries and along with Pakistan it contributes 

nearly l~~ of total immigration. The migrants to 

Gulf are different from earlier types, because 

of the wide participation of different socio-economic 

groups. The most important feature of Gulf migration 

is the remittances of the emigrants for their families 

back home at India. Since the mig rants are not allowed 

to take their families with them they send regular 

money for their maintenance. This-created a speci•l 

type of intErdependence between the countries importing 

labor and those supplying it. It helps India (and many 

other countries) in managing its balance of payments (BOP) 

and it also relieves them of the problem of unemployment. 

Emigr;ation to Gulf countries from India is occuring 
I 

I 

mainly £n?m seven states -Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, 
I 

Gujrat, Go~, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. ~t of these 
\ 

seven states, Kerala is supplying not less than 50",<. of 

the Indian,- migrants -co Gulf. 



CHAPTER - III 

EMIGRJ\TION FroM INDIA - THE l<ERALA SCENE 

In the 1930s Mac West would not have dreamt that 

the title of her hit film "Go, West, young man" would 

becane ~an oft-repeated phrase in a far off land of 

India, about 40 years J.ii tter •. However, it is not that 

the Indians are showing a renewed craze for that 

American film, but they are only expressing the 

life's ambition in an entirely different context. 

For today, West Asia to them stands for hitting at 

a fortune and accumulating quick money.
1 

But the interesting thing is that; the number 

of people going from the state of Kerala to the 

Gulf countries is higher than that from any other 

part of the country. Natives of Kerala talk about 

their home as a land transformed. In less than a 

decade, new taxes, posh houses, .and electronic 

gadgetry have becane part of the landscape in l<erala 

towns that had scarcely ever seen such things. 

1. Financial Express, Bombay, 13th Sept. 1 78. 
"Gulf remittances and Kerala", K.Nandakumar. 
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In the present chapter we will try to bring 

together the bits and fragments of information 

scattered about in research summaries, government 

publications, and press reports that have a bearing 

on the migration of Indian workers to the Gulf 

countries. Infonnation on this phenomenon is scanty 

in India since no detailed and in-depth studies 

have h,een conducted by any of the countey' s 

institutions on agencies, national or state governments, 

international institutional agencies, or research 

institutions. Unfortunately, therefore, this study 

can hope only to present the broad contours of the 

problem & highlight the need for an in-depth study. 

Such a study appears to be most essential particularly 

because the peak phase of migration has already come 

to an end. 1ne attendant problems of rehabilitation 

and re-employment of repatriates are expected to 

present foonidable challenges to India in general 

and the states that account for considerable pro

portions of the migrants {e.g. Y.erala) in particular. 2 

2. Nair, F.n. Gopinathan, in Gunatilleke, G.{ed.), 
Migration of Asian Workers to the Arab World, 
UNU, 1989. 
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We will take Kerala as a sample of·India;because 

emigration from India to the Gulf countries takes 

place mainly from seven states -Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, 

Punjab, Gujrat, Goa, Maharashtra, and Tamil Nadu. Of 

these seven states, Kerala is supposed to account 

for not less than ·:so per cent of the migrants • 
. 

s~condly, no __ surveys are l<ncrwm to have been conducted, 

about the volume of annual flow of migrants for any 

state in India other than Kerala. 

The vast majority of the ~!grants are rural 

people. 'l'he townsfolk among them are the doctors, 

engineers, contractors and other professional workers, 

whose proportion among the migrants is likely to be 

extremely small, about 10 per cent at the most. In the 

following paragrQphs the emigrational scenery of 

Kerala will be discussed in all the available 

dimensi::ns, and we will follow P.R. Gopinathan Nair's 

studies in doing so. There is no ther concreate and 

systematic study of any 0f the labor-exporting 

Indian states. As P.R. Gppi~athan Nair himself says: 

INDENTE "No extensive surveys have been conducted 

in the labor-supplying Indian states; therefore, the 
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distributional patterns of the emigrants.by age, 

education; occupation, etc., discussed below are 

based on the findings of a few sample surveys 

conducted by private agencies and individual 

researchers in Kerala in recent years"; 

~e and Education:-

An impressive number of the emigrants fran 

Kerala to Gulf countries are young at the time of 

their first emigration{see table 1). ~migrants in 

age groups below 35 years daninated in all the 

case studies accounting for 78 to 87 per cent of 

the total migrants. 

As compared to their counterparts going to 

various Western countries and Africa, the emigrants 

to the Gulf countries have very less educational 

qualification. The striking feature of the 

emigration to Gulf countries is that even illiterate 

people fonned part of the emigrants. Scmetimes, as 

per the surveys conducted in Kerala, they foxm nearly 

10 per cent of, the total emigrants to the Gulf 

countries. The table-2 shows the distribution of 

Kerala emigrants to Gulf CD untries according to their 

educational qualifications. 

3. Nair, P.R. Gopinathan, .Ibid, P. 71. 



The majority of the majority of the migrants from 

all except two of the regions survey by P.R. GQpinathan 

Nai~ either were matriculates or had university degrees 

and professional qualifications. The proportion-of highly 

qualified personnel, however, was small not exceeding 

10 per cent for most of the regions. The Gulf migratioa 

did not, therefore, constitute a serious problem to brain 

drain; rather it\Jofl.s·~predcminantly a flow·-of excess 

operative and J:Panual labor which has- been ~ident in 

Kerala as in the rest of India over the pas,t several decades. 

Table -1 Age Composition of Migrants from Selected 
Regions of Kerala to the Gulf countries 

{per-centages) 

Elakonam Koipram Kadakkavur Peruma-,Puthu- Chirayinkil 
thura kurchi Chengannur 

Chavakkad 
Tirur 

Below 20 6.5 

20-25 33.9 

25-30 27.4 

30-35 19.4 

Sub-total :87.2 

35-40 

40-45 

45-50 

50 & 
above 

6.5 

3.2 

Sub-total:12.9 

TOI'AL 

5.4 

41.9 

24.3 

13.5 

85.1 

2.7 

2.7 

14.9 

0.7 

24.5 

40.1 

21.1 

86.4 

6.8 

2.0 

13.6 

100.0 

18.5 0.6 

33.8 36.4 

20.8 22.7 34.2 

13.1 11.4 

77.8 

11.4 

5.8 

7.7 4.5 

1.5 4.5 1.8 

13.8 20.4 22.2 

100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Table - 2 - Education of Migrants from 
selected regions of Kerala to ehe 
Gulf countries (percentages) 

Literate 

Ill it- Non-mat- Matri- Post-gra- Total 
erate riculate culate duate,Engi- Liter-

nee~rs,doctors ates 
etc. 

Elakonam 51.5 34.5 s.o 100.0 

Koipram - 9.5 55.4 35.1 100.0 

Chavakkad 6.6 77.9 11.8 3.7 93.4 

Kadakkavur 44.5 42.1 13.4 100.0 

Pe rumathura. 4.6 43.2 41.4 10.8 95.4 

Puthulrurichi 35.7 55.5 8.9 100.0 

Chengannur, 

Chirayinkil 
Chavakkad 

and Timur 10.5 39.7 34.0 15.8 89.5 

Occupationa.l Status :-

Most of the emigrants to Gulf countries fran Ke rala 

durin9 the 1970s came fran among the unemployed, though 

the proportion of the unemployed varies from one region 

to another. In the relatively poor areas in which the 

income and educational status of the population was low, 

the proportion of the unemployed among the emigrants was 
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as high as 3/5 or more. In other regions they 

formed slightly more than 1/3. 

Unskilled and skilled workers accounted 

for between on-eighth and half of the total; 

again depending on the income-educational 

status of the migration regions. We should 

observe that professionally qualified and highly 

educated Indian migrants to the Gulf region were 

rare and came primarily fran a specific area that 

has sent similar migrants to countries in the West 

and to Africa. Othe.rwise, the migrants were 

wenners unskilled and semi-skilled. Emigrants 

destined for white-collar jobs such as clerks, 

typists, teachers, nurses, and telephone operators 

comprised on average of 5-6 per cent, even 

though the percentage of \-Thite-collar workers 

was also high in areas with high educational and 

income levels ( see table- 3). 
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Table - 3 »istribution of Migrants frQm Selected 
·Regions of Kerala by occupational status. 

before emigration (percentage) 

Ela- KGi
kamon pram 

Unemployed, 
incl. students 37.1 

Unskilled 
workers 

Skilled & 
semi-skilled 
workers 

Technical & 
PrGfessional 

12.9 

8.1 

Petty traders, 19.4 

businessmen & 
cultivators. 

Clerks, typists 6.5 

nurses, teachers 

etc. 

Not known 

33.8 

5.4 

6.8 

29.7 

2.8 

21.6 

100.0 100.0 

Chengannur 
Chirayinkil 

Chava- Kadkka- Chavakkad 
kkad yur •T•i•ru~r ______ _ 

36.0 

35.3 

12.5 

5.9 

10.3 

100.0 

69.4 

8.8 

10.2 

2.7 

2.0 

6.8 

100.0 

62.6 

11.3 

11.6 

1.0 

6.9 

100.0 
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Marital Stutus:-

A significant proportion of emigrants te the 

various countries are unmarried at the time of 

migration. This is very natural in the face of the 

above-mentioned fact that the migration te these 

countries is almost entirely ~ youth phenomenon. 

M"igrants younger than 25 were, for the most pa_rt, 

unmarried. Thus, in the areas with high proportions 

of unskilled and semi-skilled young \-rorkers, who 

had low educational qualifications, the proportion 

of unmarried persons among the migrants was corres

pondingly higher. On the average, it was found that 

nearly one-third of the migrants were unmarried 

at the time of their first migration; accoxding to 

the study conducted by Gopinathan Nair. 

FAMILY INCOME:-

The household income position of the migrants 

can be very easily located through the above-mentioned 

facts about their educational and occupational levels. 

Obviously enough, most of the migrants came fran rural 

families, who are poor and are engaged in lew-producti

vity traditional activities such as fishing, agricultureal 
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labor, cottage industry, and service sector jobs, , 

such as helpers in ru .. ral tea-shops and salesman in 

grocery stores. Very few of them cane fran well-to-to 

families of plantation owners, or professionals such 

as engineers, doctors, and col~ge teachers, and 

mid-level industrialists and businessmen. Same of 

the village studies conducted in Kerala threw light 

-- albeit only indirectly on the income levels of 

the migrant families. One_such study on the income 

of the migrants•' family is given in the following 

paragraphs; as quoted in Prof. Gopinathan Nair's book. 

According to the study conducted by Mathew 

and Nair, more than 4/5s of the migrants• fathers 

earned their livings from unskilled manual labor; 

33.5 per cent were engaged in petty commodity 

proeuction; 37.4 per cent in trading; 4o5 per cent 

in semi-skilled work such as masons, carpenters, and 

blacksmiths; 4.5 per cent in small-scale cultivation; 

and 4.5 per cent in low-income occupations such as 

priests, barbers, and soldiers. <A'lly 15.5 per cent 

had worked in supervisory and managerial jobs~ and 

5.8 per cent held professional and technical 

positions. The percentage of migrants from households 



Another indicati0n that this study gives about 

the economic status of the families at the time ef 
.. 

migration.is their indebtedness. About 60 per cent of 

the migrants • families were heav iliy indebt, even 

though it may be noted that part of the debt was 

incurred specifically to meet the cost of migration 

itself. 

Demand and SUEPly of labor - India 

According to Prof. Gopinathan Nair, from the 

National point of view, the emigration of two or 

three million persons does not perceptibly affect the 

labor situation in India since unemployment is severe 

and the population growth rate is high. The goal of 

full employment has remained elusive, and much 

below the desired line. 

During the decade 1971-81, India's population 

rew by 24.8 per cent. The work-participation rate has 

remained at around 33 per cent of the total population 

during the past two decades, with ~ male work-participation 

rate of about 52 per cent and a female work-participation 

rate of a bout 12-14 per cent. 

Even a small state like Kerala, which accounts 

for more than 50 per cent of the total migration to 

the Gulf countries and whose population accounts for 
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Another. indicati0n that this study gives about 

the economic status of the families at the time ef 

migration is their indebtedness. About 60 per cent Of 

the migrants • families were heav iliy in d ebt, even 

though it may be noted that part of the debt was 

incurred specifically to meet the cost of migration 

itself. 

Demand and Supply of labor - India 

AccoD)ing to Prof. Gopinathan Nair, from the 

National point of view, the emigration of two or 

three million persons does not perceptibly affect the 

labor situation in India since unemployment is severe 

and the population growth rate is high. The goal of 

full employment has remained elusive, and much 

below the desired line. 

During the decade 1971-81, India's population 

rew by 24.8 per cent. The work-participation rate has 

remained at around 33 per cent of the total population 

during the past two decades, with Cl male work-participation 

rate of about 52 per cent and a female work-partici_pa.tion 

rote of a bout 12-14 per cent. 

Even a small state like l<erala, which accounts 

for more than 50 per cent of the total migration to 

the Gulf countries and whose population accounts for 
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Table - 5 Work-participation Rates in Selected 

Regions { Taluks) of Keral,a which have 

had Heavy Migration to the Gulf 
countries, {percentages) 

·--·--
1 9 7 1 1 9 8 1 

Total . Males Females Total Males Females 

Trivandrum 28.1 --44.2 11.8 26.8 41.6 12.2 
·' 

Chi ray inlti 1 3~.4 43.4 18.1 - 25.8 37.8 15.1 

Quilon 29.6 42.5 17.0 22.1 34.8 9.7 

Pathanam- 25;..8 45.2 6.4 26.0 4-4.8 8.0 
thittle 

Chengannur 26.9 43.8 10.7 23.9 38.9 10.1 

Tiruvalla 25.7 43.1 9.0 24.5 40.4 9.7 

Mukundapnam 28.1 42.1 14.8 26.0 38.6 14.2 

Trichus 27.9 41.6 14.9 27.7 40.7 15.5 

Chavakkad 25.7 39.3 14.1 22.4 33.6 12.9 

Talappally 32.2 44.8 20.8 29.8 41.2 19.6 

Ponnani 29.2 45.1 14.4 21.4 21.4 14.5 

Tirur 24.9 43.5 7.3 19.3 34.3 5.3 

Badagara 25.2 41.8 9.2 21.4 34.6 8.8 

Cannan ore 28.6 45.3 12.3 25.7 42.0 10.0 

I<ERALA STATE 29.1 45.0 13.5 26.5 40.8 12.8 

Source: Census of India, 1981, Ser. 10, 

Paper 2 {Trivandrurn, Kerala : Director 

of Census Operations, 1981 ). 
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Unemployment is a net spread ~er all the states 

in India and therefore, is not a problem occurred only 

in Kerala. We cannot even say that unemployment is 

confined tel> the rural and uneducated or less educated 

populations. The problem of unemployment among the 

urban educated in as acute as among the less educated, 

rural people. 

Acco~ding to a government study in 1980 on the 

job opportunities for highly qualified manpower in 

India, the number of facancies arising annually are 

much lower than the annual output of such manpower 

4 fran the educational system. Vacancies \·Jere 

calculated for all sectors - local, state, and national 

government, quasi-government, local bodies, and 

private agencies. 

In 1976 there were 765,588 graduates, whereas 

the vacancies for highly qualified manpower were 

estimated at 60.705. The corresponding figures for 

1977 were 826.588 and 62.071, respectively. On the 

average Indian Universities are graduating 11 times 

more persons than there jobs available.{see table-6). 

4. Bulletin of Job ~eportunities in India, 1978, 
Vol.lS, No. 5, Ministry of Labeur. 
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Table - 6 . Job availability for University ' 
Graduates lin India, 1977-78. 

University Available 
Available Graduates Jobs as % of 
Jobs, 1978 1977 graduates 

1. Engineers: 

Degree & 
dip lana 
holders ""21. 932 43.158 50.8 

2. Technicians 840 2.907 28.9 

3. Scientists 2.742 9.258 29.6 

·4. Medical 
personnel 6.736 21.347 31.6 

s. Nat\lral 
scientists 5.768 14.716 39.2 

6. Social 
scientists 16.827 208.240 8.1 
& teachers 

7. Other graduates 
& diplana 
holders 12.881 527.134 2.4 

TCYI'AL 67.726 826.760 8.2 

"In such a situation", says Prof. Gopin:athan Nair, 

•where annual supply exceeds several times th~ annual 

absorption capacity, an outflow abroad in considerable 

numbers does not lead to domestic shortages. In fact, 
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without job opportunities canmensurate with their 

qualifications, highly qualified job· seekers will 

be constrained to take jobs that requires lower quali

fications" (p. 78). 

Therefore, the emigration of labor and highly 

qualified personnel ~has not created general shortages 
~-

of manpowers, either ·for national ec.onany, or for the 

particular labor-suppl¥ing states. The impact, however, 

has been felt in special sectors, particularly the 

construction industries. But even here, given the large 

unemployed workforce, it should not be difficult te 

make good the shortages after brief time-lags. 

The flew of highly qualified personnel cannot 

in the ordinary sense of the term be called a "brain-

drain". The phenomenon is more a case of"brain-overflow". 

This does not, however, mean that the Indian econcmy 

is not in,acute,need of their services; it means only 

that the market demand for their services has not 

developed adequately. The heavy costs India has incurred 

by producing such high-level manpa.~er must be consi-

dered in determining the losses sustained by the 

national econany in allc:Ming them to emigrate (P. 78). 



It is always li~ely that shortages of personnel · 

with specific skills may arise from time t~ time. Even 

within the danestic econany persistent shortages of 

manpower in certain categories have occurred. For 

example, Kerala is reported to have experienced shortage 

in the following occupatiGns, according to Pre. Gopi-

nathan Nair : refrigeration. mechanics, machine operators 

(Larbam engineering), mines foremen, telex operators, 

punch-card operators, rediographers, pharmacists, 

electricians, nurses, and midwives. Most of these 

shQrtages are, it should be noted, for those with 

significant work-experience. 

~ASE STUDIES ON KE~: 

In the case-study of two villages of Kerala, 

5 conducted by E.T. Mathew and P.R. Gopinathan Nair, 

they found that there v1ere emigrants fran about 50 per 

cent of the households in "perumathua• and 40 per cent 

of the households in "puthukurichi". The total number 

of "emigrant" households in Perurnathua belonging tc 

the Muslims nearly 320; and those in Puthukurichi 

belonging to the Christians, about 125. Their sample of 

125 households, 91 households in Perumathura and 34 house-

holds in Puthukurichi, forms, therefore, about 28 per 

cent of the total number of emigrant households in 

those two localities. 

s. Economic and Political Weekly, 15 July, 1978, "Socio
economic Characteristics of emigrants & emigrants• 
h0useholds : A case study of two villages in Kerala"-
E.T. Mathew & P.R. Gopinathan. 
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Table - 7 gives information on the size of 

the population by canmunities, number of households, 

and the general housing conditions in the ·study area., 

is given in table - a. 

Table - 7 : Communities, Households & Population 

in Perumathua & Puthulrurichi. 

Nmnber of households 
L?Cality Muslims Latin Hindus Total Popula-

Catholic tion 
Christians 

Pe.rumathura 645 3 1 644 4200 

Puthukurichi 172 315 165 652 4200 

Total 817 318 166 130 8400 

Table - 8 Housing Conditions in Perumathura 

and Puthukurichi. 

Housing COnditiens 
Locality 

With With Huts thatched tiled 
roofing roofing 

----------------------~ 

Perumathura 235 

Puthuku
richi 

Total 

143 

378 

309 85 

389 99 

698 184 

With With Total 
terraced tiled 
roofing roofing 

8 12 

8 13 

649 

652 

16 25 1301 
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Source : Recoids available with the Chirayinkil 

and Kadinamkulam panchyat office, and the low mosques 

in.Perumathura. (Taken from E.T. Mathew and P.R. Gopi

nathan Nair, P. 1142). 

It is revealed fr001 the study of E.T. Mathew and 

P.R. Gopinathan Nair that the 11Persian Money" is the 

first incentive for the natives of Pe_rumathura to 

attempt to go in larger numbers to th~ persian region. 

The flow of emigrants began first in trickles, but 

''the call of the Gulf" tenned increasing:; numbers of 

docile inhabitants of Perumathura into diehards, 

braving any hazard for geing abroad. Large numbers went 

to Kozhikode and Bombay which became "the launching 

pads for emigration unauthorisedly in Arab boats. 

Perumathura has scores of heart-rending tales of woe 

to tell, unsuccessful attempts to emigrate, loss of 

life, imprisonment, and consequent impoverishnent. 

Thus, the·trickle of emigratiQn of the 1950s 

grew into a small f·low in the late 1960s and sin:: the 

beginning of the "oil-hike•• in the early 1970s and the 

subsequent upsing of construction activities in the 

Sheikhdoms, emigration frcm Peromathura has acquired 

in the 1970s the dimensions of a torrent. 
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The· government or other Pu.blic sector agencies 

are not fully informed about the ca.se of foreign demand 

for skilled personnel. There does note xist in India. 

or abroad any gove:rnmental agency to monitor the 

demand for manpower by labor-importing countries. In 

this respect, as well as in others relating to migration, 

the government of India and the state governments have 

been fo~lowing a laissez-faire policy. The Ministry of 

Labor has lately decided tQ set up a panel to train 

w&rker~ who are going for jobs. 6 

Accroding to Gopinathan Nair, the costs 

involved in training in the manpower categories that 

are in short supply are not likely to be high since 

there already exists a vast reservoir of unemployed 

educated Indians with qualifications of the level of \ 

matriculation and above, and who hold science and 

degrees and certificates and diplomas of different 

inteDnediate level of technology. The government of 

India has initiated a industrial training program througt-· 

out the country designed to cater to the need for 

trained and skilled industrial workers. 

6. Indian Express, 14 June, 1983. 
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Training is imparted in engineering and non-

engineering trades. This scheme does not envisag~ the 

supply of skilleo manpower to countries abroad. However,

many of those Who are truined in the industrial training 

institutes do firid employment in the Gulf countries. 

The impact of migration is to be expected in the 

wage structure of_ workers in short supply. In general 

shortage do not {",xist in most of the educated categories 

and among skilled and unskilled work€rs. However, owing 

to the increasing migration of construction WQrkers -

particularly skilled masons and carpenters - and the 

rise in the domestic demand for them consequent on the 

housing boom in Kerala during the past several years, ~ 
there exists in Kerala. a dearth of these worker. The 

rate of entry of skilleo masons and carpenters into 

the labor work force has lagged for behind the rate of 

increase in the demand of them. 

Consequently, the wages for skilled masons and 

carpenters have increased at a much higher rate than 

they have for other workers.A \part of the rise in wages 

is, of course, due t0 rises in the general price levels~ 

howeve~ in the case of skilled workers, inflation does 

not explain the entire increase. 
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GOVERNMENTAL PROVISIONS TO TACJ(LE THE 

PROBLEMS. OF THE EMIGRANTS : 

The Indian Government has passed emigration acts 

that lay down the procedures fer emigration. As per 

the emigration Act of 1952, emigration of unskilled 

workers was prohibited. Skilled workers were permitted 

to emigrate after clearance by the protectQrs of 

emigrants at the ports of embarkation on canpliance with 

the formalities prescribed in the act. These included 

the signing of employment agreements in standard teDns 

prescribed by the gGvenunent forms. 

Th~ standard fonns were revised fran time to 

time in the light of the experience gained in the 

disposal of complaints dealt with by the emigration 
7 

authorities. Till 1964 all skilled emlgrants had to 

travel abroad by sea. In February 1964 the airports at 

Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and Madras were declared airports 

8 from which skilled migrant labor could lawfully depart. 

Only five regional passport offices at Bombay, 

Delhi, Madras, Calcutta and Lucknow were in existence 

7. RepQrt of the Ministry of EXte mal Affairs, Govt. of 
India, 1955-56 (Delhi, 1956), P. 33~36. 

B. Report of the Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of 
India, 1964-65 (Delhi, 1965) P. 95. 
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till 1974-75. For the thousands of prospective emigrants, 

most of whan lived in remote rural areas, it was next to 

impossible to obtain either Passports from the passport 

offices or clearance fran the ptotectorates of emigrants 

situated in only a few urban centres in the country. 

Because of the rising number of applications for 

passports fram.Kerala, a new passport office was opened 

in April 1974 exclusively for handling Kerala's emigrat~on. 

But, the new office did not help the Keralites much since 

it was located not in Kerala but in Madras. 
9 

In 1978-79 

the new office meant for Kerdla was shifted to Cochin, 

within Kerala state. In the same year a second passport 

office for Kerala was opened in the city of Kozhikode. 

In the meantime, the government was adopting 

measures to ensure fair terms and conditions of employment 

for Indian workers abroad and to protect workers fran 

exploitation both in India and abroad at the ro nds of 

unauthor.i,sed aqel2ts. Individual migrants who obtained 

jobs through their own efforts were allowed to emigrate 

on the completion of registration fonnalities without 

paying the required security deposit. Two more embark2tion 

points with airports, at Trivandrum{in Kerala) and 

9. Report of the Minist.ry of External Affairs, Govt. of 
India, 1974-75{Delhi, 1975), P., 115. 
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und Amritsar(in Punjab), were declared lawful 

emigration points in ord~r to help emigrants from 

Kerala and Pu·njab. 

The Indian govemment heard reports of clandestine 

agencies that used fake passports and visa seals of 

10 
foreign governments. By 1977 there \..rere many illegal 

Indian immigrants in many Gulf countries. The punisbnents 

meted out by the host-country gavemnents came to the 

attention of the Indian government. One such instance took 

place in Qnan, where the Qnan government arrested 2, 500 

Indian workers and marched them through the streets 

because they had asked for their wages and benefits as 

ag~ec upon before t~ir recruitment. 

For ent.ry into the countries in the Gulf region, 

~ "No Objection Certificate" (NOC) fran the host country 

is necessary. The ramifications of the process of 

securing NOCs are many and varied, in \vhich a thriving 

contraband business n01.v exists. At current market rates, 

·an NCC might cost upto Rs.1s.ooo. The me:trket value t>f-'the 

NOCs varies, of course, with the agency through which 

it is secured. 

For the sample as a whole, of E.T. Mathew and 

P.R. Gopinathan Nair, the percentage distribution of 

10. Report of the Ministrt of External Affairs, GO'V't. of 
India, 1979-80 (Delhi, 1980), P. 65. 
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the emigrants according to agency is furnished in 

Table - 9. 11 

Table - 9 : Percentage Distribution of Emigrants·· 

according to Agency Through which NOC 

was secured. 

Agency Perumathura Puthukurichi Canbined 

Close rela ti.:ves 34.6 42.2 36.6 
(father, brother, 
uncles, brother-
in-laws) 

Other relatives 27.6 22.2 21.7 

Friends 7.7 24.4 12.0 

Private J:!ro- 20.0 4.4 16.0 
fessional agents 

Host govt., 6.9 4.4 6.3 
prospective 
employees, etc. 

Illegal Emigration 
{i.e. without NOC) 

5e4 4.0 

Agency not 3.8 2.2 3.4 
Reported 

Total 100.0 1oo.o 100.0 

More than t\'1o-thirds of the emigrants secured 

their NOCs through friends and relatives, one-sixth 

through private "professional" agents, and nearly 

11. Economic & Political Weekly, 15 July, 1978, E.T. 
Mathew and P.R. Gopinathan Nair, P. 1147-48. 
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one-sixteenth through the prospective employers 

(including governments). in the host countrieso While 

"close relatives" secure and send the NOCs to the 

prospective emigrants either free of charge or at 

actual cost involved, other relatives and friends 

usually take same margin of profit out of the transactian. 

The c·ost of obtaining NOCs threugh the so-called ''pro

fessional" agencies is prohibitively high. 

The second problem of emigrants is that of 

financing. The sources of financing, according tQ 

E.T. Mathew and P.R. Gopinathan Nair, are numerous. 

The major sources comprise ' {1) Savings of the 

emigrant household, including the own savings of the 

emigrant (2) loans (3) sale or mortgage of landed 

property and jeweliery. Loans may be classified into 

loans (with or without interest) from friends and 

relatives and loans from money-lenders and commercial 

banks (which invariably bear a rate of interest) • 

~oact Analysis : 

We \'lOUld expect the in£ low of remittances to have 

increased the bank deposits in the Indian states Ua t 
• 

have supplied the most migrant labor for the Gulf states, 

specially Kerala, accQUnting for more than 50 per cent 

of total emigration to the Gulf region. Bank deposits 
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Present some difficulties as an indication of foreign 

remittances. First, since the nationalisation of the 

major bdnks in I~dia in 1969 the Reserve 3ank of India 

has been engaged_in an intensive deposit mobilisation 

drive by opening branch offices of banks in both rural 

and urban areas., second~ bank deposits incre~se --even 
- .. 

without additional deposit mobilisation drive --where 

and when econqnic activities· rise. Third, not all 

foreign remittances are channelled through the banks. It 

is well known that sizeable amounts of migrant savings 

flow through non-banking and illegal channels. ~ 

Various studies revealed that Kerala is unique 

among the states in that its rank in per-capita bank 

deposits has risen fran ninth(1971-76 to fifth in 1981. 

Besides, the per capita bank deposits in Kerala which 

stood below the all-India average until 1976~ have 

12 exceeded it since then. 

Another state that has improved its position is 

Andhra Pradesh. Andhra Pradesh is also la:lown to have 

sent many migrant workers to the Middle East, even 

though its role is considerably 1ess than that of Kerala 

in this respect. Andhra Pradesh has other connections 

with the Arab world, particularly th~ugh what are 

known as "Arab Marriages" --instant marriages perfonned 

12. Nair, P.R. Gppinathan, Ibid, P. 94. 
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between Arabs who visit the country and Andhra girls 

mostly in their early teens -~onducted with the 

13 
help of the poor and money crazy parents o.f the girls. 

The imprwement in l<erala • s ranking may be 

attributed almos.t entirely to the flow of inward 

remittances, particularly because its domestic per-capita 

income has been rising much less.rapidly than the Indian 

average and its ·rank among the states in teDns of per-capita 

income has been declining. It shows that Kerala is one 

of the states in India whose economy has substantially 

benefitted from remittances. In fact, a substantial part 

of its per-capita national(as against domestic) income 

--say, about 15 per cent --is considered to arise from 

remittances received fram aborad. 14 

The bank deposits reflect the fact that the 

remittances is increased in last few years. As stated 

before, bank deposits will be affected by seve.:ral other 

factors, such as the availability of banking facilities, 

the population's banking habits, the sectoral distri-

bution of income, and the level and the growth rates of 

income. In general, districts with higher per-capita 

incomes and a large urban populc.tion a.re likely to have 

13. Syed Majeedul Hasan, "~e new Arab slave Trade", 
"sunday", 30 November, 1980, pp. 16 and 17. 

14. Nair, P.R. Gopinathan, Ibid, P. 95. 
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well-d~eloped banking facilities. In such areas, the 

growth of inc$iXlles· and the gJ:Woth of bank deposits may 

take place at cQmparable rates. 

Use of remittances : 

. Accordiag to P.R. Gepinathaa Nair's survey of 

the cmmercial banks'·· deposits, the perceRtage distri

bution of foreign~ remittances accr<Kiing to countries 

of origin was United Arab Emirates, 43.8 per cent1 

Saudi Arabia, 11.3 per cent1 Kuwait, 7.8 per cent1 

Otar, 8.1 per cent1 cman, 10.6 per cent1 Bahrain 2.9 per 

cent1 total (Gulf cC!)Untries) i 84.6 per cent. Remittances 

fran other countries amounted to 15.4 per cent, to bring 

the total to 100. 

The migrants transfer thair savings home through 

legal as well as illegal channels, ~en though the 

importance of the latter has declined in recent years. 

In the fotmer are included remi ttan::es made thr0ugh 

banks either in fonn of bank drafts er cheques, deposits 

made in the banks in India in the non-resident exte~al 

(rupee) acceunts and the foreign currency (non-resident) 

accounts! money brought home by the migrants during 

their visits hcxne, and goods and jewellery sent or 

brought.in person by the migrants. · 
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Transfer of savings through illegal channels is 

done mainly by smuggling in gold bascui~a and gold 

jewellery, wrist-watches, video cassette recorders, 

television sets, and textiles and by sending their 

savings home in form of ~tube~oney". 

Remi ttance;5 are received by migra-nts 1 

family mem~ rs- the father or older brother Jn the 

case of unmarried migrants, and the spouse in the 

event the migrant is married. 

Th- remittances of migrants forms the major 

source of income for their household. A survey conducted 

in 1980/81 in a Centre of migration(Chavakkad 'Taluk' 

of Trichur District) in Kerala15 showed th~t such 

households spent about 52 per cent of the remittances 

on current consumption. It was observed in the survey 

that a steep increase had occurred in expenditures on 

education and medicine in both absolute and relati,.-

teons. 

The case-study made by E.T. Mathew and P.n~ Gepi-

nathan Nair in two villages of Kerala prGVided a break-

down of expenditures on items other than current 

consumption( see ~able - 15). According to this study, 

15. Agro-Economic Research Centre, "lmpact of Foreign 
remittances on the econcmy of a Rural Area iB Kerala", 
Agricultural situation in India, 37(0ctober 1982):452. 
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4.9 per cent of such expenditures v:ere on financing the 

migration of the close relatives of the migrant a.lrea9Y in 

Gulf countries. The puxchase of consumer durables such as 

. vehicle,· ornaments, and jewellery, and gadgets like ~ 
refrigerators, and other electr~cal appliances cogether 

accounted for 6.6 per cent. AbC>ut 12 per cent was spent on 

marriage and other ceremonial functions. But the highest 

propo_~ion{ 74 per cent) was spen~ on land and buildings. 

Table - 11 : Distribution of HousehGlds Acccording 
to Items of "capital11 expenditure and 
Total expenditure under each item. 

Items of 
expenditure 

Number of 
Households 
Reporting 
Expenditure 

Expendi
ture per 
cent 

Amount 
( Rs. 
thousand) 

1) Productive: 

LA) Investment ~ 
in business 3 0.3 12.0 

(B) Investment in 
live stocks 7 0.5 19.3 

(C) Financing emi- 13 4.9 177.5 
gration of 
close relatives 

Total 5.7 208.8 

2) Unproductive: 

(A) Real estate 29 27.2 987.5 

{B) Construction 
Gf buildings 29 46.9 1705.0. 

(C) Renovation 13 2.1 78.0 
of repair 0£ 
buildings 

{D) Purchase of 
vehicles 3 2.5 90.0 

(E) Purchase of 13 2.7 96.5 
ornaments & 
jewellery 
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table contd •••• 

(F) PUrchase of 21 1.4 51.'7 
other durable 
consumer 
g()odS 

Tcrtal 82.8 3008.7 

3) Marriages 16 11.5 417.0 

Grand Total 100.0 3634.8 ' 

Average per 
househcdd 29.8 

Average per 
reporting 
households 48.5 

The single most important item of expenditure 

of migrants' households, particularly the poorer among 

them, is repayment of de):)ts incurred to raise the money 

required for financing emigration. On the average, 

accroding to P.R. Gor;inathan Nair, it takes about two 

years for such hQUseholds to repay the leans. 

According to 'Weiner, 16 migrants frcm l<erala have 

been reluctant so far to invest in public-sect0r projects 

for two major reas00s1 First, public-sector prGjects in 

Kerala are notoriously inefficient; very few among them 

earn profits. And, second# there exists a widesp~ead, 

erroneous impression that Kerala is not attractive 

place to invest because of incessant labor troubles. 

16. Myron \'Ieiner, "International Migration and-Development•, 
Population and Development Review, 8 March, 1982: 13. 
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It should be noted, however,. that migrants, would not 

hesitate tG invest in projects if they had faith in 

their organisational efficiency and prGfitability. For 

example, in 1976 Keltren, a public sect~r corporatio.a 

producing electronic goods, was able eff&rtlessly te 
17 raise ~.1.2 milli~n from Keralites in the Gulf countries. 

There are rea·sons to believe that in recent years 

migrants have been investing an increasing share of 

their savings in business. The main avenues of investment 

are taxi cars, lorries, trucks and vans, and private 

buses; constructing and running cinema houses, producing 
. 18 

films, and constructing and running hGSpitals. 

Table - 12 shows the increase in· the number of 

vehicles for transp<.)rt of goods (lorries, trucks and vans) 

buses {stage carriages and contract carriages), taxi cars, 

and auto-rickshaws frcm 1975/76 to 1978/79 and 1978/79 to 

1981/82. Here again, the proportions of these purchases 

financed by remittances frcrn migrants and out of other 

incomes have to be ascertained. 

17. Raju Kueien, "Patterns and effects of emigration £ram 
Kerala : A study of twQ villages", M.Phil. diss. 
Trivandrum : Centre for Development Studies, 1978. 

18. Richard Thomas, India • s Emergence as an industrial. 
power - Middle East contracts (~lhi: Vikas limited, 
1982) P. 84. 
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Table - 12 . Private Sector vehicles in Kerala • 
1975/76 - 1981/82. 

Go.ods Stage Taxi Auto 
vehicles carriages cars rickshaws 

1975/76 15.880 4.620 11.580 3.730 

1978/79 18.520 5.240 15.200 5.720 

1981/82 27.660 ?.sao 21.570 12.730 

increase(%) 
, .. -

1976/76- 26.4 6.2 36.2 19.9 
1978/79 

1978/79- 91.4 22.6 63.7 70.1 
1981/82 

Source: Frcm P.R. Gopinathan Nair, P. 101. 

As noted earlier, migrants bring foreign goods 

on their home visits, paying heavy custams duties. 

such goods include television sets, radios, and 

transisters, tape recorders, vide_, recorders, cameras, 

electronic calculators, and wrist-watches. These items 

are imported not because dGmestically produced goods 

are not available, but because the foreign goods still 

commaoo more p~stige at h<llne. 

Migrants in the Gulf CGUDtries have contributed 

generously to public and private philanthrophic campaigns 

for the rehabilitation of victims of natural disasters 
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such as draughts and floods and for helping the 

desti~ute and anddicapped. They are also known to 

have contributed for the renovatiGn of religieus ins~i-

tutions and constructions o.f temples, mosques and churches 

in their home villages. 

It i~s a general .opinion in the country that migrants 

spend larger amounts on consumption t~n non-migrants. 

However, it is not clear that that the migrants• - t~ 

'· 19 
consume is higher. Expenditures on several items, 

such as consumer durable~, is incurred during the early 

years of emigration• The bulk of the goods imported by 

migrants are consumer durables. 

If the migrants bring the same gadgets even after 

they havo already purchased them for their own use, it 

is for resale in India. The availability of"foreign 

goods" has led to the development of a ready market 

and the migrants or their families get a handsane margin 

on such resales. 

Thus, the large influx of "foreign goods" is 

. affecting the consumption pattern of the non-migrant 

families as well. Howeve~ this craze has not infiltrated 

all econQ'nic groups; the lower and upper middle classes 

in society are the more fashion-conscious, and it is / 

therefore their expenditure that haye increased. 

19. Nair, P.R. Gopinathan, Ibid, P. 102. 
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The aptitude· and experience of the peeple and 

the source' of income{i.e., wheth.er it is eamed abroad 

or domestically), detennines a household's decision to 

invest its income er keep it in the fo.nn of cash or 

jewellery, iand and buildings, or bank deposits. 

One of the: difficulties encountered by most 

migrant families. is that they do nQ't have· any experierc e 

in a business liqe, except investment in c1gricultural 

land. Besides, often in such families, the members left 

behind are mostly children, women, invalids and the 

elderly. Migrant househelds are mostly pGor and aot 

well educated and are not aware ef the possibilities of 

investing in shares and securities of private or public 

corporations. This applies to most non~igrant families 

as well. 

There has been a substantial investment in 1and 

and houses. The ~ncreasing demand for land has resulted V 
in an increase in the price of land by three times within 

a period of five years. The widespread house construction also 

also resulted in a steep rise in the price of local 

house construction '"orkers., There was practically no 

investment in productive activities. The entire incane 

earned by the person working.abroad is either being used 
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20 for c~nsumptian or invested in land and houses. 

Therefore, a paradoxical situation of increasing 

remittances and stagnating production exists in Kerala. 

SUMMARY ; 

Kerala is taken .tor a detailed study, because it 
.. 

is the state from where 50% of th! total Indian emigration 

to the Gulf countries is_taking place; while its popu

lation is only 4% of total Indian popul::tion. Further, 

whatever studies are existing, are done mainly an Kerala. 

Around 80'"" of emigrants are in the age group of 

20-35, and nearly all ·of them are educated, all-cast 

upto matriculatien. As these emigrants are very young 

and unemployed {62%) at the time of their migration, they 

are motivated mostly by the idea of having a furtune by 

working at Gulf countries. Many of them are unmarried at 

the time of emigration. They are mostly from the low 

socio-economic backgroun~ and unskilled and semi-skilled 

laborers. 

Though in some specific sectors, particularly, tlle 

construction industries, the impact of this heavy 

~ ~kas, B.A., "Impact of Foreign remittances: A case 
~Study of Chavakkad village in Kerala, Economic and 

Political Weekly; 8 July, 1978, P. 1111. 
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emigrution to Gulf countries is felt; generally this 

has not created shortage of manpower, either for 

national econc;my er for the particula;r labor supplying 

states, e.g., Kerala. This may be attributed t~ the 

large scale unemployment and rapid pepulation growth 

existiAg in India. 

Various Case Studies ··on the emigration scenariG 

of I<erala showed the general socifl-econanic~-and religious 

backgrounds Qf the migrants. They have also analysed the 

cause-effect relations of excess supply of labor iD 

Kerala and high demand fer man-power in the Gulf countries. 

The chapter deals, brief-ly, with the malpractices 

of clandestine agencies and exploitation of the emigrants 

and the governmental efforts to remove and lessen them. 

This will be dealt with rhGtre details in a -separate chapter. 

The impact-analysis d renittarx::es on the econany 

of I<erala is discussed and its links with the propet"'l 

uae of remittances is established. The reasons fer·the 

existing paradox of increasing remittances and stagnating 

production in Kerala is also discussed and analysed. 





EMIGRATION & ECONCMIC AND'. SOCIAL 

IMPLICATIOOS 

Emigratiea.of labor has always beea a welceme 
-

feature fer a labor surplus country like India. It 

is -=so not only because. ern·igratien provides aa eutlet 

for the vast reserveil of unemployed labor ferce iD 

the countcy, but also because it • s contributioa to the 

country's econamic development has beea significant. 

The sharp increase in inward remittances during 

the last one decade or so has been extremely helpful 

in improving the balance of payment position of India. 

In addition, the flow of remittances into the country 

has brought in additiondl resources for investment 

generating employment within the cGuntry. 

Emigratien of labor from India bega11 with the 

abolition of slavery in the British Empire in 1934. 

It arose fram the needs of British planters iD the 

t ;:-opical sub-tropical colonies :for a regular supply 
1 

of agricultural labor. 

1. Shah~ P., Emigration Gf Indian Labor : (1834-1900), 
Delhi, 1970. 
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Iad~aa laborers,. ill large numbers were settled 

iD faur colonies, namely, Mauritius,_ British Guyana, 

Trinidad ~d Jamaica. The Indian emigrants, during 

19th century were employed in plantatiGD industries 

in several countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, 

Srilaaka and Fiji Islands as well as in some oarts ef 

Africa. 

TlYeese migrant werkers secured employmeat abroad 

mainly for the development of rubber,. sugar aad tea 

plaatatiQns. In due course, many of them chGse t~ 

settle down in the countries to which they had migrated. 

In the early period of this century, substantial 

emigration Qf labor took place from India. The emigra

tion was mostly ef unskilled categeries. Most of them 

were employed to build rail roads, and other projects 

in former British colonies like Kenya, Tanzania, Uoanda, 

Mauritius,. etc. Migrants in most of these countries 

were fran the southern part ~f India. 

CAUSES OF EMIGRATION TO GULF COUNTRIES : 

At a time while the pace of outflow of Indians 

settlimg abroad came down perceptibly in the fifties 

and sixties, emigration of a diffe~nt kind assumed 
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importance in the seventies. The escalation of oil 

prices following the first oil-shock of 1973-74 led to 

an eno.ancus increase in revenue of the eil-rich Cctluntries 

of West Asia and North Africa which enabled them to 

launch several industrial prejects and build up social 

infrastructure. This econcmic b041111 ia the cil exporting 

countries prov~ded a--number of job opportunities fGr 

seve:Fal Indian -wQrkers and artisans with their tradi

tional skills. 

The proportion of Indian workers in the total work 

force in the Gulf countries estimated to be as much as 

20 per cent in 1983. The estimated nUmber of workers at 

the end of 1983 is 8.9 lakhs. 

The chanqes of further migration of persens of 

Indian origin to the European and American countries 

including canada are not very bright. Several restrictions 

of the entry of toreigners into these countries and the 

social discrimination come in the way of migration of 

Indians• Same of the African countries are also having 

tight immigration rules. 

In such a setting, further emigration of Indian 

labor is possible only tc the oil-rich labor scarce 

West Asian and North African countries. 

The Gulf countries always prefer Indian migrants 

because if they had to import labor from one of the 
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countries of Eurepe, or from the USA, certainly they 

will have to pay more. Further for Indian 'migrants like 

their Asian cpunterparts, wages are high and the Gppor

tunities to save are great inspite of the high cost of 

living. 

Housing of barrack style is provided for constructicm 

workers but some "of higher quality is provided .as well as 

by employers en free rent. Medical facilities are generally 

provided to the migrants. Food is often availabre.in the 

canteen and these whQ want to eat outside, low cost Indian 

restaurants are also available fer them. 2 

The main reason of the increased emigration to the 

Gulf COUntries has bEen dUe te the development oof the 
' 

Natien's economy and the expansien of eil revenue, aDd 
-

improvement of transportation network. 

The emigrants came to the countcy te seek jobs in 

the industrial and service sectors aad migrants with 
3 special talents may find jobs a.s traders and shepkeepers. 

Fran the ecananic point of view, the Indiiill pi rticipatiGln 

is in various construction and city-developnental 

activities. Many Indian prlvate fions are operating in 

the Gulf countries. Even at the Gavernmental level, 

bilateral prejects have given another spurt in increasing 

the total volume of rnigratien 

2. Weiner, MyrGn, "International Migration and Develepnent: 
Indians in the Perilian Gulf", PeEPlation and DeveloP
ment Review,· March, 1982. 

3. Harris, J .R., and Tadare. M., "Migratie:a, unempl:>oyment 
and develepnent, A two sector analysis", The llnerica.n 
Economic Review, 60(1j. 
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In a sense we can say that the large scale labor 

migration to the Gulf region is mainly due to. ths liberal 

migration. policy of the government of India. In the 

prQcess the gcveinment of -India gains a substantial 

amount of revenue derived fram the cost of air-tickets, 

passport fees, income and sales tax on job requirements and 

job training agencies, and a~~· imp0rt duties. 

Myron Weiner refet~{1982) to the precar~ous 

political p~sition of the IndiaR cQmmUnity in the Gulf 

"that makes the Indian goveznment reluctant to build 

remittances their foreign exchange or te make any lc;mg-tez:m 

assumptiens abwt the role of emigration in relievi:ng 

unemployment in selected regiGns cf the countcy". 

The growth of labor emigration depends to a large 

extent on various ~al factors~ The categories of 

professional manpower in UAE shews a substantial number 

in the migration 9f Indian muslims as well as n<lm-Arab 

Muslims. MGst of the Muslims and Christians fran Kerala 

who have emigrated te the Gulf countries were unempleye_d 

before they left india. 

A few Hindus, such as Brahmins or Nairs are also 

emigrating in recent years. 
4 

(§e Muslims of J<erala 

pr~ided the major SQUrce ef supply of labor, in 
.. 

the beginning, since they had far variety of historical 

and r eligiC!JUs reasons and therefere easy access to this 

4. 'I'hornas, Richard, India's Emergence as an industriitl 
p~er: Middle Eastern Contracts; Lendon, 1982. 
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regien. Later ather corrmunities also joined the frey 

and exodus of Keralites to this region is still growing. 

Nairs, a high caste Malayalees are not present in 

significant numbers in the Gulf, presumably,because, like 

Bra.l'mi.Bs, they are more likely to be affected by caste 

tabees, such as net te cress the sea, than the lower 

castes. 

ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS: 

The Indian emigratien ~ labor to the Gulf countries, 

directly aad indirectly have the following economic 

impacts.: 

(1) INCREASING REMITTANCES :- From the mid-seventies 

to the early eighties, f&r a number cf Asian countries 

ne factcr more dramatically affected domestic empleyment 

and the 11balance of payments .. (BOP) situa ti 0ns than the 

outflow of the contract wQrkers to and inflw of workers' 

remittances from the middle-East. 

In case Gf India, whereas overall impact was 

marginal, direct im:p!ict was CGncentrated in the state ef 

Kerala where it was as high as 50 per cent. In the state 

ef I<erala remittances in 1980-81 formed about 23 per cerrt 

sf the state • s dQ]iestic p.r0duct and for certain districts 

the ratio is as high as 40 tG 50 per cent. 
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The actual impact of the increasing remittances 

has extended beyond just direct economic repurcussians. 

The inflow of remittances ha~ affected the entire 

"s0Cio-ecGncmic-cultural" milieu. Attitudes and expec-

tatierts of n~tr just the migrant workers but the entire 

labor force have been affected. Consumption habits have 

changed net only be·cause of higher incomes but the 

"demonstration effect" as migrant w~rkers brought home 

C(i)Jl&umer durables. The so called "Du.bai-syndromu 

affected the lives of workers and families of a signi

ficant propertion of the population. 

Same laber-expcrting countries rely heavily on the 

continuing flow of remittances, e.g., Pakistan and 

Bangladesh. Martin(1983) has called the magnitude and 

use of remittances the "litmus test" of the benefits 

cf labor migration. There is ne question that labor 

migration has becane a poeent s0urce ef "foreign 

exchange" fer Asian labor-experting countries. The 

developnental impact efo.remittances, hG\'ever, is blUDted 

by the fact that about 50-70 per cent of remittances 

are .spent en eement consumpti0n and most of the rest is 

used to purchase land and housing imprevements. Typically, 

less than 10 per cent of remittance are used fer 

5 productive investments in real physical assets. 

s. Fred Arnold and Shah N.M. (ed) Asian Labor 
Migratiea: Plpeline to the Middle East, 1984, P. 7. · 
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However, investment in land are net neces5arily 

UDpre<;luctive. Moreover, ·expenditure for housing and for 

current consumpti~n can become productive investments 

through their multiplier effects. Finally, even if 

remittances are eventually used in aa unpreductive 

manner, the c•nstant influx of remittances c_an be an 
'"'· 

impertant source ef funds fer investment lGa.D:B from 

bankiag institutiGns. 

A labor-sending country like India, faced with 

a sizeable deficit in trade and services, should 

rightly be censexned with what its migrant workers 

remit te those at hCil'ne out of their earnings. ·The m~re 

the country can secure by way of remittances, the less 

it has to depend Gn foreign borrowing and reserve 

depletion f@r financing its payments deficits. India 1 s 

foreign exchange receipts from remittances are estimated 

te have gone up fram a little ever US $300 million in 

1974 te almcst US$2.3 billion in 1982. 

As can be seen from Table-1, remittances receipts 

in I<eral.a are estimated to have increased nearly five-

fold between 1976-77 and 1981-82. The contribution ef 

6. lbid, · P.,;7-. . 
7. Gulati, Leela "Impact 0f labor MigratiGn en Families 

in Kerala" in Fred Arnold and Shah N.M. (ed.) Asian 
Labor Migration: Pipeline to the Middle East, 1984, 
P.200. 
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remittances is estimated te have risen frQm 5 per cent-

.ef the state 1 s demestic pr-OOuct te 17 per cent in the 

same perioo. 

Table - 1 . Estimated inflow of remittances i~ • 
Kerala and in all ef India, frQm the 
Middle East and Warld total, 1976-82 

(miitliens of rupees). 

··l<erala Ul• Of India 

Year 
Middle Middle All 
East East Count ties 

1976-77 1.500 3.300 7.927 

1977-78 2.400 4.200 8.356 

1978-79 2. 775- 6.500 11.119 

1979-80 4.670 10.800 16.684 

1980-81 7.340· 11.750 23.668 

1981-82 7.245 17.250 22.986 

._ . ..._.. 

Source s I.s. Gulati and Ashoka Mody, "Remittances 

of Indian Migrants to the Middle East : An assessment 

with special reference to Migrants fran Kerala", 

working paper Ne. 182~ Centre for Development Studies, 

Trivandrum, 1983. 

(2) INCREASING EMPLOIMENT:- The government of India 

gets rid of the unemployment questie.a to some extent 

through the emigratien <»f its ._people to the Gu1f 
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countries. LabGr migration to the Middle East is 

officially considered to be an empl~nt creation 

policy by most of the sending countries. 

Labor export t" the Middle East is seen as an 

exceedingly inexpensive2Wt~Y of decreasing the incidence 

of unemployment and underemployment. Altheugh relatively 

few workers are unempleyed at: the time they are recruited 

fQr foreign emplOyment, their prev-ious jobs tnen become 

available fer other workers. Eventually the process of 

"labor-substitution" will lead to thinning down of 

unemployment situatiGn. If labor is n~t easily substi

tutable, then shortages of labor may develep in the 

sending countries, e.g. the "spat labor shortages•, like 

thut found in the construction sector.8 

In India, e.g., skilled lab3r shertage have been 

felt in the cons1p:uction secto.r of Kerala, e.g., is a 

state having high literact and also the problem of 

unemployment is rio less. But, inspite of this, there is 

shortage of skilied labor in the constructien sector 

because of the element of "selective emigration ... 

But by and large, emigration provides a significant 

"safety-valve" fGr employment. 

a. Ibid~ P.a,. 
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(3) IMPROVED STANDARD OF LIVING: ilt AccGrding to a 

World Bank report,,in same countries emigration has had 

a substantial impact on wages of the workers. Besides, 

it says, the "per capita inc@me" has increased two or 

three per cent per annum. It is clear that such a sharp 

increase in wages of workers has improved their relative 

-- positien in scaciety.~10 

It is a reasonable assumption that "living 

standards" have improved considerabiy in the migrant 

households as a result of remittance receipts. Accorc!ing 

t& varieus studies the persens ·in remittance-receiving 

migrant heuseholds reported a fairly high level ef 

consumptiQn. These migrant households also did well 

11 
with regard to the possession of consumer durables. 

Fran among many indications, one visible indica-

tion of the higher living standards of migrant households 

is the spate in construct.ion activity in the villages _ 

of Kerala, frcm where large scale emigration is taking 

place. Cel1struction G>f heuse and renovati0D have been 

f3und to be on tGp of the priority list Qf investments 

for the migrant households. 

10. Burki, S.J., •International Migratien: ~plications 
for labor exporting countries", The Middle East 
Journal# 1984, Vel.38, No.4, P. 668-83. 

llo Gulati, Leela, Qp. cit., P. 201. 
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INCREASE OF WAGES :- By far the most important impact 

of Indian migrapts is on the wages of the workers who 

have remained behind. For obvious reasGns the ~pact 

sh~uld be most pronounced on the wages of the Indian 

workers with the skills that are predominant among 

the migrants. 

Nany studies revealed that 2/3 of the emigrated~-

workers were emplGyed at the time they left~ Therefore, 

we can safely conclude that emigration leads te shortage 

of particular types of w0rkers in the sending c~untry, 

and thus, results in increased wages for the werkers 

who remained behind. However, obviously emigration 

frOOt India has net preduced the kind of loss of human 

res~urces experienced by sGme of the mediterranean 

countries. 

The average Indian worker in the oil-exporting 

Gulf countries is able to remit over 50-70 percent of 

' their tetal ear~ings. Such a ~ high percentage ef 

e•miRgs can be: saved since workers are paid five or 

six times more~ .. than what they get in India. Added to 

this is the fact that t~y usually provided with airfare, 

free accommodation, local transportation and ether 

facilities in the Gulf. 
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(5) CONSTRUCTION BOOM : Indian emigrants in the Gulf 

countries enjoy 'good salaries in the U~, and the 

ave~ge rernittan~es per migrant was~. 15.000 in 1978-80.12 

CGnsequently, living standard in these heuseh~lds 

has risen steeply and there is a "building boan" in the 

states, of house~, cinemas, and private clinics and good 

residences have ~prung up even in the villages. The 

multiplies effect of the fereign money can be shewn to 

have spread through the primacy and secendary sectors 

right down te the tartiary sector. 13 

The mig rants who returned from the Gulf countries 

have improved their social and econanic status by coDs

t.ructing permanent apartments in their native places or 

in other cities. 

As a consequences, the value of .rural land has 

risen very high after the inflow of foreign money. 

It is obvious that the housing and la~~d prices ill tewns 

have increased ih sGme states partly because of the 

inflow ttf fereign money, particularly renittances fr1am 

the Gulf regions. 

12. Guardian, 11th March, 1979. 
13. sfiashikumar and Menon, B., "wealth frem the Gulf: 

Dynamics of Change'', The Hindu, 10 October; 1978. 
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It is also true that labQr rates reflecting the 

shQrtage of skilled men are a result of emigrati~n, and 

profiteering f~ the local building boom-have alse risen. 

Skilled workers like ca~nters and masons are getting 

Rs.22/- to Rs. 25/- per day, but before they were getting 

Gnly Rs.14/- per day. The Agricultural laborers in Kerala 

were earning more than Rs.10/- per day in 1978 which was 

the highest rate in India. 14 

( 6) INCREASE IN EXPORT :- Asian businesses and 

governments have benefitted in a veriety of ways frem 

the migration of c~ntract wcrkers to the Gulf countries. 

Labor migration has helped te boost coovnodity expa~rts 

from Asia te the Middle East, which have shown specta-

cular increases in many countries. Labor migration has 

provided additional revenues for business as diverse 

us airlines, hotels, travel agencies, banks, medical 

clinics, recruiting agencies, training institutions, 

phota>graphers, secretarial se:rvices and translatiCPn 

services. 

Indian companies in the Gulf import sc::me of their 

engineering equi.P'llent and construction supplies fran 

India, while the Indian workers in the Gulf imports 

consumer goods from India, including food, sarees and 

Indian films. 15 

14. Commerce Research Bureilu, Report of 1978. 
15. Rashid, Amjad (ed.), Tc the Gulf and Back : Studies 

on the economic impact of Asian labor migration, 
1989, P. 1-2. 
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SOCIAL I~~LICATIONS 

Relc:tively little attention has bf'en paid tE> the 

non-economic and secial c0nsequences of labor migration 

to the Middle East. It is clear, h~1ever, that the 

social and psychalogical consequences Gf Indian labor 

migration are vitally important. 

{1) IMPACT ON FAMILY : One of the most significant 

impact of emigration to Gulf countries is that, on the 

whole, it has increased the "inter-dependence among 

family members". Kinship netwQrks have becane stronger 

and have been reinforced. This effect has come about 

largely for two reasons : - (i) th~ need for family 

supp.)rt to meet the initial cost of migration, and 

(ii) the dependence on th~ family to provide the necessary 

support and protection for the wife, children, and 

other dependents of the migrant who is absent.
16 

According tQ one village-level s~udy, 37 percent 

of the migrants were able to obtain their "Na objecti0n 

certificates 11 (NOCs) through close relatives, like; 

fathers, brothers or brother-in-laws and another 24 per 

cent secured NOCs with the help of other relatives and 

friends~ 7 

16. Gulati, Leela, ep. cit, P. 203. 
17. Hathew, E .T. and Nair, P.R.G., 11Socio-ec'i>nanic 

characteristics of emigrants and emigrants' 
households .. , Economic and Pelitical Weekly,15 July, 
1978, P. 1146. 
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The study observed that : Kwhile close relatives secure 

and send the NOCs to the prospective emigrants iether 

free of charge or at the actual cost involved, other 

relatives and friends usually take same margin of 

prof it out of the transaction." 

So clearly, the dependence on relatives and 

friends in the initial stages of migration is quite 

considerabl~. That is, relatives and friends are an 

important source of n•t Gnly information about the 

availability of job oppertunities abroad but also 

help in gaining entry into those jobs and countries. 18 

The dependence on family network becames necessary 

while the worker is living 1 abrGad. He needs ~ lp fnxn 

relatives fer the management of the money they seRd home. 

Alth~ugh the wife may be able t~ manage the daily 

budget ef the heusehelB, she will need help and sugges

tions in the matters e~f debt repayment and deployment 

of savings. In tum, the worker abroad has te look out 

for job Qppertunities for his relutives and kinsmen. 

The need for family interdependence becomes ne 

less important while the migrant worker is living abroad. 

If he is married and has children, he has to entrust his 

wife and children te the care ef his or her parents, &r 

in their absence, te other relatives. If he is un:narried, 

18. Gulati, Leela, op. cit., F 203. 
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he depends on his relatives t~ keep on the leok eut 

for & suitable bride fer him.
19 

Varietis villaQe-level studies shews that migrant 

househQlds tend to get together na only to meet the 

•bligations arising fram a persea•s emigrati®n but also 

fQr the purpese Gf living together. Since the migrant 

geRerally ge without taking his family along, the 

•Joint-li9img" be~omes particularly necessary ·for the 

care of the wife and children of the mig rant werl<er. 

Where the wife c.nd children are living separately 

with the migran.t worker befere his departure, the 

tendency is f '--r the wife and children to mw-e in with 

che husband 1 s wife's parents. Alternatively,, ~ither 
. 20 

set Gf the parents may m~e in with the wife. 

On the basis of the evidence available from 

micr~-level studies it appears that in villages Gf high 

emigrati~n, as many as 30 per cent or more ~f the total 
21 

number of migr•nt households contain no w0rl<ing males. 

Generally heusehQlds that succeed in sending one male 

member to the Middle E~st are usually the ones that are 

able to send additiQnal male members, a gGed preportiea 

19. Ibid, F. 203 
20. Ibid, r. 20s 
21. Prakash, B.A ... Impact ef Fereign Remittances: 

A case Study af Chavakkad village in Kerala ••. 
Ec0ncmic and Pelitical Weekly, July 8, 1978. 
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of such heusehelds are left with eld, retired males, 

or have became altogether "female-centered". 

22 
According to a village study, the avetage sex 

ratie was fCDUnd te have reached 145 wemen per 100 mea; 

this fiture compares te 103 werneR per 100 meR for l<era.la 

state as a whole im 1981, as revealed in the decennial 

pepulati•• census. This sh8Ws the extent to whiCh 

individual households_ are depleted ef their menfolk as 

a censequence of the prevailing drift te the middle East. 

(2) IMfACT ON DOWRY SYSTEM :- "Gulf beys", whe have 

wQrked in the Middle East, are canmGnly said to be at a 

Pkmium. They are c&nsidered prl.ae pridegoreema aad they 

canmaad a higher dowry thaa lscal b•ys. At the same time, 

it would appear from actual observati en that many of 

these Gulf boys have been less keen em cash thaa on a 

prospective brides's family status, educatien and looks. 

In the matrimoRial advertisements appearing in the lecal 

language newspapers, one ~ften notes that Gulf migraats 

explicitly disclaim interest in dowry. Instead, they 

ask for geed leoks and educatiea. Nevertheless, cases ia 

which a dowry is actually received are nGtt rare, altheugh 

22. Mathew, E.T., and Nair, P.R.G. op. cit. 
P. 148. 
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the stated preference is for land rather than cash. 

Pessession ~f land is still considered an easier route 

t• respectability than wealth in any ether fe:cn. Also, 
23 land has lately been ap~ciating the fastest ia value. 

Generally, fer the migrants, the marriages 

were arranged by reltives in the migrants• absence 

altheugh the final choice and decision was takea •fter 

the g&eems arrived back. They again ge back to their 

werk after few weeks ef their marriage. 

Net only the "Gulf boys• accept more than medest 

dowries, but they als• liberally give away more thaD. 

mooest doweries tG their sisters and dauthters; when 

they get married. Generally the migrant wetkers delays 

their own marriage until after their younger marriageable 

sisters had, been married. They search for 11 good bride

groams" far their unmarried sisters and daughters even 

if they had to give a higher thaa neDnal amount ef 

dowry. 

(3) IMPACT ON WOMEN'S ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES:-

The wife ef the migrant laber feels the effects of 

temperar:y separaticm, more than anyene else in the hGUse

held. CNer and above the lo:Aeliness and fu,e werz:y, she 

23. Gulati, Leela, cp. cit, P. 206. 
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haa added respensibilities falling on her shoulders 

as a result Gf the absence ef the household held. The 

multiple r<~les she nfJW has to take t')O as tempera:ry 

househeld held, decisien maker and sele parent carry 

with them attendant preblems and difficulties she has 

new te handle single handedly. 

Ma.my wives are not happy abo.ut having this 

respQnsibility of making household decisiQns al~ng; 

and many &f them c~nsult their husbands. Their clese 

ties with their kin provide the wives with a built iR 

support system that makes adjustment to the absence 

easier. 

Even wcmen fr<Dm conseNative and traditiJnal 

households, e.g., mu£lim wsmen, have started taking 

additional respgnsibilities ef operating bank acceunts, 
,' 

repaying the debts and management ef family affairs. They 

alse deal with the sale ef the varieus items that their 

migrant husbands bring f rem Gulf ceuntries, because 

the migrants dQes not have sufficient time for the 

disposal 0£ all the items bef0re his return to w~~>rk. 

They are beginning t• take an increasing interest 

in the supervision of land transactions and hQuse 

construction activities, which is very ccmrnen in migrant 

heuseholds. 
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The educatiou of children are becQXning ellti rely 

the respeDsibility of the mothers. \ihat' kind Qf SCholls 

to send the children te, how much additioRal help te be 

given them in their studies, and whatever else is 

necessary to bring them up well are matters decided upea 
24 

increasingly by wamen. 

One interesting impact ef emigrati 0n is that the 

wives ef the migrant workers are beginning to take a 

more active interest in educction ·and adult literacy. 

The yeURg wives are eager te gaia the ability to read 

the letters of their husbands and te write them en their 

ewn, rather than geing threugh an intermediary. 

In case ef ·~igratien of wernen", it is generally 

as d~estic aides er as unskilled ~r semi-skilled laber 

ins ervice Gccupatiens; theu4;h a few of then secure 

emplcymen t in professiGmal ,rork alse. The s«:ial pets! tiea 

of wemen are changed and they are granted greater se~cial 

and econQT\ic .. rights because ~f the wealth acquired by 

them. It is alse expected that they will d evelctp a 

desire for greater independence and participatiGn in 

social and ecencmic processes• 

24. Ibid, P. 208. 
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{ 4) IMIACT ON MARRIAGE PATTERNS AND DIVORCE& A subs

tantial pertion of remitt.ed money is .used fer giving 

d.-wries. Many young men prefer te many a girl frGm 

migrant household, because not enly such a girl will 

~ring larger dowries but alse because of the hepes that 

ene can migrate te middle ~ast with the help Gf the 

wife's relatives, and to ~btain an NOC thrQugh a girl's 

relu.tives. 

As it is, the average age at marriage of females 

is already quite high for Xerala state; and migratien 

again increased the age at marriage Qf males and felmales, 

too. This is having significant implicati&ns f(l)r fertility 

levels. 

As already stated, neither male n&r female migrants 

te tne middle East are usually accampanied by their 

families. The long absence f r~n hane, exposure ta iucreased 

affluence of the migrating partner, and upward s~ial 

mobility due te migrant's irnprwed sG~Cial conditiens may 

cgntribute to upsetting family relationships. Altheugh 

no statistical survey has confinned it, there is evidence 

that divorce is higher among migrants. 
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IMFACT ON SOCIAL PoYER STRUC.'T~: 
\ 

One aspect 

of the emigration, impact is that mest of the newly wealthy 

are. either muslims or lew caste Hindus, who are new the 

ewners of the large aRd Rew houses. A significant change, 

therefore, has eccurred in the status 3£ the pOCDr and 

socially depressed •. They have become sccially and econct-
25 

mically alienated in c.-r1parisi'Dn to their original status. 

Hewever, changes in life-style, the pewer structure, 

or social mebility are likely to be very sl.w and will 

probably ge unneticec at the nati~nal level for many years. 

There has been sc:xne improvement im the attitude 

af middle class people tQWards manual work; the use of 

better techn3l.gy, the emergence of enterpreneurial 

ability among returnees and their dependants1 and <~·.thfv 

develor:ment Qf a greater sense of confidence among group 
26 

cf persons traditionally dependent on the .. educated class••. 

The change in the Status structure ef w.men is 

mentioned before. 

25o Thamas, Richard, •P• cit, Ps 82. 

26. Siddiqui. A.M.A.H., "Impact of Labor Migration 
fram Bangladesh• in Fred Arnold & Shah N.M., 1986 
ep. cit, P. 251. 
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PSYa-I OLCGICAL IMPLIC.i~TI CNS 

The psychglegical problems has been found te 0e 

particularly acute in the so-called "Gulf-pockets•• of 

India, and specifically in Kerala state; and w~en iR 
27 

the age group 15-25 seem to be the worst victims. 

varieus studies {Gulati, 1986 Roengshivin, .l986) 

suggested that the major reason f&r the psychelogical 

preblem is the incGmpatibility ef the yebnd wanen with 

their in-laws, which is made worse by the absence of 

husbands. 

' The emigrating wc&rkers have their difficult 

living and working conditions as well as their sense 

of loneliDess. Physical and sexual abuses have also 

been reported particularly in the case of female werkers. 

Homesickness and kinds of W3rries ab$ut families at 

hame, makes the emigrants psycholegically disturbed. 

Werkers in danger$US jobs like, e.g. lGading and unlea.ding 

ships, are c0nstantly have anxieties over a risk ~f life 

and limb. 

The worst sufferers are the new-brides, who were 

left behind ~1 their husbands, wh~ went back to their 

w<Z~rk after a menth ~r twCJ of their marriage. Apart 

. 27 • Ibid, P • 12 • 
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frGm lGneliness and long separation, she has te live 

in a strange, unfamilier,, and often hestile envirenme~at, 

with virtually no •ne tQ c0mmunicate with. The medical 

superintendent of the Gt.IV'ez:nmen t Meatal He~spital at 

Trichur, the district with the highest number of 

migrants in the Middle East, is reported t~ have 

"bserved that "almost every secend family which has -,a 
,,a relative in the Gulf has a- history ef mental illness • 

The conflict over the sharing ef remittances 

between the wife and her in-laws is also possible. This 

conflict, though has a mutual impact, but the resulting 

psycholegical pressure is greater en the wife, giveR 

the envir•nment. 

The psycholegical preblem is even greater f~r the 

wemen whe take an active interest in the management ef 

househeld affairsJ particularly when it inw lves 

dealing with men. She will incur the displeasure and 

semetimes active hostility of the male relatives, whe 

may be effended that she is nGt taking them sufficiently 

into her cenf idence in the running ef her household. 

Therefere, the pressure en elder wives can also be 

quite ene~us, and evea they may find the strain tee 

much te cepe with. 
29 

28. Gulati, Leela, •P· cit, P. 210. 
29. Ibid, P. 211. 
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SUHl"'ARY : The main ecen$miC impact ~f the laber 

emigratian is the infl~ of remittances and subsequent 

irnprevement in living standards at the family levele At 

the sQcietal level, it results in increasing ernpleyment 

fQr the unemployed as well as more suitable empleyment 

for the under-empleyeds. The export business is increasing, 

though it is surpassed by the import. Tl:e most significant 

indication ef improved standard cf living is the 

constructiun boam in 11Gulf Peckets 11
• 

Beth positive and negative s~ial and psych:Jlogical 

impact ef emigration are fQund. On the positive side, 

migratien has increased family interdependence and 

strengthened informal family and kinship relations. It 

enhanced the status of females and lswer class people. 

Because of higher age at marriage of Gulf migrants, 

fertility level has decreased. The negative im:pacts 

are mainly psychal~gical, and the y0ung brides are the 

werst affectedo 



~.APTER - V 

EMIGRANTS' PROBLEMS AND GOVE RN?·lENTIL 

POLICIES 

There are thGusands 0f Indians settled in 

maRy parts of the w·.Jrld; and there are many aspects 

to the preblems ef these everseas India~s, settled 

in different s0eial, political, and ec0nom~c 

CGnditions. Many 6f them are well settled in their 

ceuntries 0£ adeptien and are quite happy secially, 

p$litically and econamically. But there are ethers 

wh• are happy ece»niillically, but suffer fran soc i~l 

or political enequalities, e.g., sGcial discrimicatieR 

which puts them at a disadvantage in the matter ef 

free social centacts and civic a•d pelitical rights. 

THE PROBLEMS JF GULF HIGRANTS ----------- _...;:..::.__..;;.;...;...;;;.;:;...~=-----

The preblems faced by the migrants to the Gulf 

countries is m~r~ acute and multi-dimensi0nal since 

most cf the migrants to the Gulf CQUntries are either 

uns)d·lled or semi-skilled~ ud theref(!;)re pese themselves 

a-t C:t vulnerable positien to explGitati~ms and harrassments 

at the hands of people at all the levels starting fr<!lnl 

the time llf their plaA to ge abrGad, to get the me:ney 
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for their jttumey, frem getting a visa and NO Objection 

Certificate(NOC, te ge and settle in Gulf countries; 

and finally te return back t0 India and becQ'ning 

unempleyed agai~a ! 

Therefere, it is necessary te carefully analyse 

the varieus problems the Indian- migrats-to the Gulf 

countries are facing. This is what we will deal-ia the 

followimg few paragraphs. 

THE PROOLEI"l OF GETTING 1 NOC 1 :- For eatry inte~ the 

c@untries in the Gulf regien, a "No Obj~cti~n Certificate" 

(NOC) frcm the h&st csuntry is neces::ary. The ramification 

~f the precess Gf securing NOCs are many and varied, 

in \~·hich a thriving cGntraband bUsiness new exists. 

Getting a NOC might cest upte Rs.1S,OOO. The market 
. 

value of NOC varies, @f course, with the ~gency through 

which it is secured. 

Generally relatives secure and send the NOCs 

either free of charge or at actual cest invelved, 

friends usually take seme margin ef prefit eut ef the 

transaction. But the prcblem is for these whe do net 

have relatives 9r friends. The cest ef obtaining NOCs 

thrGtugh the se-called "professi<!lnal agencies" is 
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prahibitingly high. These pr0fessi$nal agents are 

engaged in a scrt oi auctien sale in w~ich NOCs are 

sold te the higher bidders. 

The NOC market is, therefore, ene in which 

the weakest pu~haser pays the highest price. 

THE PROBLEM OF FINAI.~CE:- The bulk 0f the expenses 

involved in emigration cQnsists, as indicated above, 

Gf the PriCe of the NOC. Expenses ether than the cost 

ef Gbtaining NOC include mainly these incurred for 

passpert, dress, and travel. 

The major sources 0f financing the expenses ~f 

emigrati~n comprise : (1) Savings of the emigrants 

household, including the awn savings ef the emigrant 

(2) Loans, and (3) Sale car mert;gage Q)f landed property 

and j ~ellery. 

LGa.ns, the real problems of the emigrants, may 

be classified inte leans with neminal or without 

interest from friends and relatives, and l0ans frem 

money-iende rs and C(!)fllJ't'\ercial banks. \olhich invariably 

bear a rate of interest. 1 

1. Mathew, E.T. and Nair P.R.G. 11 Socio-ecememic 
characteristics of emigrants and emigrants• 
heusehalds 11

, Ec@nomic and Political Weekly, 
15 July 1978. 
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THE PROBLEM OFILLEGAL MIGRATION:- By 1977, there 

were many illegal Indian immigrants in most Gulf 

countries. There is als9 frequent occurenoe of inci-

dents of clandestin.e agencies that used fake passports 

2 amd visa seals (i)f fereigm gwemments. Inspite ef the 

gtJVe.rnmental guidelines t• check it, clandestine 

migration c~tinues unabated, and there are even reasons 

-t,o suspect that the eutflew •f Indian w~~>rkers threugh 

ille£al channels- has increased in recent years. 

Such immigrants are found in large numbers in 

m~t Arab states, particularly in the UAE, ekimg eut 

a subsistence living by doing all kinds ef edd jebs, 

like vending vegetables aDd selling newspapers on 

3 
streets. 

Many spurieus recruitment agencies have mashr0Mted 

in all the important emigration regiens of India. All 

regions in Kerala and the cities of Bombay and Delhi 

repert a~ost daily dezens of cases in which unsuspecting 

emigrants have been defrauded of thousands of rupees by 

such agencies and fake employers. 

2. RepGlrt ef the Ministry ef External Affairs, 
Government •f India, 1979-BO(Delhi; 1980), 
P. 65. 

·3. Bebb. Dilip "Chasing a Mirage" India Today 
1-15 April, 1980, Po 37. 
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Emigrants 11 sp~nsered" by such unauthtOrised agents 

and imaginary empleye·rs play inte the hands ef ruthless 

cQntracters in the Gulf c~untries and are put through 

harrGWing experiences ef hard work, miserable working 

cenditiens, and negligible remuaeratiens. 

Adequate netice a ls• needs te be taken ef the 

strains caused by the attempts t• smuggle in werkers. 

Ceming on.top of the rackets is forged travel decuments, 

the miscenduct ef the c~ntracters, the attempts te 

vi•late the immigration laws 0f the hest ceuntries and 

frauds of ether kinds; these fact•rs have caused a 

n~table fall in the demand f•r Indian lab0r since 1978. 

THE SROBLEM OF MALPl~~CTICES:- Complaints of malpractices 

have been steadily meunting between 1980-81, seme 127 

4 camplaints were registered against recruiting agents. 

-~e Gf the heart-touching malpractices related t• 

Indian emigrati~n to Gulf countries is the expgrt ~£ 

"bonded laborers~ Gnerrally the bended laborers are 

poor, gullible, illiterate and unexp~sed to the se-called 

civilized \-iGrle, which pick them up from here and 

4. Telegraph (Calcutta), 15 September, 1982. 
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exploits and tortures them without even a prick •f 

censcierice. The number ef bonded laborers is increasin9 

in the ceuntry on acceunt of the large-scale mechanisa-

5 tion and evelepment. 

Anether preblern is the inhuman practice $£ the 
·-

export ef "Child brides~ The incidence of child girls 

being married •ff. te rich Arabian Sheikhs and business-

men is nat unc00lm01'l. _Nany a times this is done to get 

huge sums of money or fer getting a jeb in exchange of 
6 the girl. 

THE \iORKING CONDITIONS AND RELATED PROBLEMS:- The 

hard-luck stories ef Indians being lured te the petre

dellar Gulf ceuntries · in search 6Jf a bonanza are by 

new canmon knowledge, yet the fake agents succeeded 

in duping an ever inc~asing number of guliible pe~ple 

intQ paying huge sums. There are premises ef lucrative 

jQbs abrQad, yet to many find that they have been left 

high and dry. They find themselves strctnded in a alien 
7 

land and at the mercy of thin employer. 

According to reports, many theusands werk 

under appalling cenditiens for m11mths or eve•··years 

in an effert te raise sufficient meney to p~ for the 

s. Hindustan Times(New Delhi), 2 June, 1986. 
6. Economic Times{New Delhi), 12 OctQber, 1978. 
7. Nati~nal Herald{New Delhi), 20 April,1982. 
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air fa-re te hune and eventually return disillusiened 

and as peniless as 00 the day they left. 

The interest of the g<JVer:nment of India was 

aroused in 1976, after it heard numereus canplaints 

abeut discriminatien against Indian Webr:kers in Gulf. 

Wages aAd salaries, warking conditions, werk security 

and welfare facil_i ties were reported t(l) be disc rimi-

natery. 

There are frequent c<Knplaints that the agreed 

tenns and CQndi tions are nat he»nored by the emplCJ:yers. 

The contracts are nermally drawn up in Arabic and are 

seldem explained to th~ werkers. As a re~ult, unscz:upu-

leus recruiting agents and anpleyers are able to vi~late 

the eriginal contracts and undertakings with impunity. 

These abuses include lower wages, me~ menial wark 

assignments and reducti~n of benefits. 

The immigrants in Gulf de net enjey rights ef 

"political and social participation". They live in their 

awn "enclaves", and cannGt "'btain citizenship, own 

preperty, 0r join trade-uni&ns; they have restricted 

access te social benefits and are excluded frtlitn 

8 
participation in the political systen. 

8. Weiner Myr~n, 11 Internatienal Migratien and 
Develepnent" t. Pe~ulatitan a.nd Develepnent Revie"'' 
8 March, 198~, P • /::S. 
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Since labor legislatiens and administration as 

well as social security instituti~ns are not yet fully 

develeped in most Gulf c0untries, the 'rlerkers have ne 

access t~ legal redress, even in cases whe~ empl01ers 

vielate the terms 0f empl~ent. 

'mE SOCIO-CUL'lURAL AND RELIGIOOS FROBLEMS :- As one 

studies the_pr~lems of the settlement ~f Indians 

overseas, one discwer that they are starved 6v Indian 

culture ~nd art -- Indian traditiQns, musics, classical 

dances, etc. The gevernment of India agencies operating 

there de very little in this directian. Other agencies 

are doing it in commercial lines. 

The Gulf-Arabs have devel•ped their <:1Wn perverse 

caste and class "hierarchy based on race"o In the 

pecking order, the Gulf Arabs have placed themselves 

at the tep, fello\\·ed by American, Eurepeans, other Arabs, 

East Asians, and at the b•ttem ef the list South ASians 

which include Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, and 

Sri-Lankans. Wages are also based on this racist 

. 9 
classif~catien. 

Indians are alsG distressed by the c~ntempt 

directed at then by h&st-country nati~als. Indians 

are reperted te> be the "ABCs" of the Gulf - i.e., Ayahs, 

10 
barbers, and cooks. The epithet is not undeserved 

9. Jawid Laiq, "Indian werkers in the Gulf gets a 
bad bartain", Telegraph(calcutta), 2 Oc:tober,1985. 

10. Bebb. Dilip, ep. cit., p. 38. 
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since Indians de predeminate in these fields. The 

overall result is that m~st I~dians are looked dewn 

upon by Arabs. 

There is n~ temple in many Gulf ceuntries, even 

theugh for many years "satsang" and "bhajan M are held 

in private hGU.ses. Any public pefEennance ef Hindu 

festival is not pennitted in any ef the Gulf ceuntries. 

Attempts are made te convert non-Huslims tQ Islam 

by giving several types ef allurements. Mullahs are 

repGrted to be visiting jails and contact the detained 

neR-Muslims, with effers ef varieus types 5f assistance, 
11 

if they embrace Islam, like release., frem defentien. 

Civil marriage between members af twQ cemmunities 

is not peDmitted in the Islamic C8Untries. The muslims 

cann~t be cenverted te any other religious and se the 

n0n-muslims has to embrace Islam if he er she desires 

to ma~ry a pers~ beleAging t• ~ther religion. 

THE· PROBLEM OF REPATRIATION :- The fear ~f repatriatien 

lurks in the mind of f!!V'ery Illdian migrant. They know 

fully well that their stay and w4lrk abr~d are temporary. 

Accerding to Birks and SinclairdThe preblem •••••••••• is 

11. Mirani Chetan, .. Harassment of Indians in Gulf 
c~untries••, OIDANIZER, 15 November, 1987. 
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that probably the international demand fer their migrant 

labG~rers will eventually fall. The decline 'J>Till be sharp. 

en0ugh fer workers to return hmte m•re quickly than 

empleyrnent can be created fer them in their ceuntcy e£ 

12 
origin. 

The peak phase •f "c(anstruction-beom" in the Gulf 

is fast cr.zming· tfD an end_. The rep•triatien C9f t-l<.&rkers, 

particularly in the censtructien industry, is likely te 

accele:rate. Further, the decisien of Gulf labor miJlisters 

in December 1978 to follow a pelicy ef 11Arabisatien .. is 

13 
anGther facter cempaunding the preblem of returnees. 

The burden of repatriates is likely te be heavy 

on India# where already the problem Qf unempleyment is 

severe. The related problem is that of their sctcial 

and psychological rehabilitation. Kerala state will be 

the worst affected, since it has been plagued by 

chrenic unemployment. 

THE PROBLEMS OF MIGRANTS 1 FAMILIES ~his aspect is 

already dealt with in the previeus chapter). The wives 

12. 

13. 

Birks J.s., and Sinclair C.A. Internati0nal Migration 
and DevelGpment in the Arab Regi$n(Geneva: IL0),1980, 
31. 

Chengappa Raj, .. The Mental Gulf", India T&day, 
15 s~ntember. 1982. PP. 58-61. 
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ef emigrants are troubled by anxieties arising fran 

the· leng separations fran their husbands. The prGblem 
.. 

is most ~rieus amorg young wives iR the age greup 

15-25, the mest impertan~ reason being the inc9mpatibility 

with their in-laws and p.rolatged separation frem 

husbands. This leads te deviant sexual relatien and 

extra-marital relatiens, ending in disintegr~tion of 

marriages. The children of "Gulf-families" alse have 

psych0legical p~blems. 

GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES 

Because ef the recency of laber migration te the 

Gulf ceuntries, the legal structure in the s~nding 

countries has net had sufficieJI.t time to entirely catch 

up with current cenditiens. The general policy 0f m~st 

ceuntries and India has been to maximize the expert 

~f werkers while minimizing the negative C@nsequences 

labor migration. 

There is ne simple way te classify the nume reus 

gevernment- policies and pregra.ms pertaining to labor 

migration. Fer ease of discussien tlJi.:this chapter we 

have devided the maj~r policies into fell~ing headings. 

REGULATION OF INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION:- This mainly 

includes the regulaticm of recruiting agents. The India.A 

government respended te the clandestine agencies that 
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used fake passperts and visa seals 0£ foreign ggvernm~ts, 

by asldAg all the recruiting agencies in the country t• 

register \-lith the gevernment, in the hepe that the 

proliferation of illegitimate agencies weuld be curbed. 

The gov£rnment alse insisted that each agency have a 

bank balance ef ~.10,000. Fereign fiDms seeking te 

recruit Indians were required te ge through these licensed 

agencies. 

The "pretect0r of emigrants" is the cust•dian and 

authority ef the entire emigration precess. Fereign 

private empl~ees are required te give pewer E>f attorney 

te their recruiting agent in India in a ddi tien te a 

"demand letter" showing the personnel categories required, 

condi tiGns of work, salaries, etc •. Such lettf,rs must 

first be reviewed by the Indian embassy in the country 

concerned. When this document is received by the recrui

ting agent, he obtains recruitment sanction from the 

relevant regional pretecter of emigrants. 

All the agreements entered inte between the emplgyer 

and the worker and registered by tre prGrtector of 

emigrants must cenfonn v!ith the laber laws in the cCDUntry 

ef immigratien. 

The Uni~n ~~ernment has framed legislation for 

establishing a "Central Overseas ManpeMer Cerp@ration", 

to regulate the flaw of Indian laber to fsreign 
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countries. Direct supeJ:Visiem wer the recruitment of 

emigrant·labar bas been feund necessary because of the 

many malpractices ad®pted by unscrupuleu·s recruiting 

and travel agents, the plight ef Indian laberers in 

the hest countries, and what is far more disconcerting, 

14 the tamished image Qf Indian w0rkers. .The prep0sed 

manpewer cerporatie~n will net be the first official 

agency to regulate~the outflCDw ef laber. There are seven 

"Emigration Officers" in various regions. 

The recruitment of paramedical personnel for the 

Gulf ceuntries, which has been a meney-spinning racket 

in the hands of unscrupuleus private agencies hitherto 

has been greatly regulated with the entry ef same ef the 

State-run Public Secter Cerperations iute the business. 

More thaa 8Q percent of the recrui trnent of paramedical 

personnel for Seudi Arabia and Libya has been met by 

Man-pCJWer C"'rpuration ef Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Orissa 

in the year 1984.
15 

WELFARE AND FACILI'IIES FOR MIGRANTS :- The Indian 

g~ernment has established a ••r"'..AY I HELP YOU .. Ceunter· 

in New Delhi, which pr.wides infellllati&n and guidance 

14. Tribune{ChandigGrh), 21 November, 1981. 

15. Indian Express{New Delhi) 16 September, 1984. 
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t•~- ev:erseas \v&rkers _and also receives cmnplaints 

about non-paym~nt of wages in the hest csuntry and 
. 16 

complaints against agents in India. 

\•lith the EmioratiG>n Act {New) 1983, the pr&tecter 

has also been autherised t~ reject an applicatien fer 

recn:itment on grounds that the te.rms of employment 

are discriminatory or the job ~ffends human dignity 
. . . 17 

er is unlawful by .0ur laws or ~n Qther gn.unds. 

In 0rder tc ensure that the Indian w4Drkers are 

paid accQrding t~ the tenms and conditiens agreed 

upon with the employers, the recruiting agencies are 

required te~ exec11.te il contract specifying the tenns and 

C$nditions of employment. 

The guidelines issued by the Ministry of Laber 

ulso stipuV1te that the employers, or their agents in 

India, must ~ffer the same salaries and prerequisites 

to Indian recruits as are offered to we>rkers of ether 

m ti•nalities engaged in similar.work. The Laber Ministry 

is assisted in this respect by the Indian Mission in the 

hGst countries. The Mission try to stay infsrmed abeut 

16. Fred Arnold and Shah N.M. (ed.), ·.Asian Laber 
Migrati~~: Pipeline te the Middle East, 1986, 
P. 71. 

17. Hindustan Times (New Delhi) 1 January, 1984. 
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18 
the different CQuntries recruiting Indian laber. 

As a respG»nse te the canplain ts about the 

inhuman working conditiens, the Laber Ministry has 

prepared a draft ''m.tdel agreement". Fereigm empleyers 

are required to provide --according te the model 

agreement --arneng ether things, free seund-trip 

passa~e, free furnished accammadatien CQmmensurate with 

the category of work, free medical care, free transport-

ation, and other benefits. The employment contract 

contain, in additio:a,. provisions for overtime wages,. 

hours of work, tenninal benefits, compensation for 
19 

accidents, etc. 

There is some laws and selective restrictions 

on emigration of women; the intent of this law is to 

discourage the exploitation of young female domestic 

servants, a problem that has been reported in many 

host countries o 

RESETTLEMENT OF REPATRIATES:- Unfortunately the 

government of India has no resettlement schemes for the 

18. Chakravarty, Nitish, "West Asia Lure: Protecting 
the Migrant Labor", HINDU, 13 November, 1978- P.6S. 

19. Nair P.R. Gopinathan•s "India" in Gunatilleke G.(ed.) 
Migration of Asian Workers to the Arab Wrold, UNU, 
1989. 
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returning migrants fran the Gulf countriet9 However, 

in May 1983 the Minister for Industries in Kerala 

stated th<:!t the state government was considering a 

plan to establish industrial estates in different 

parts of the state to provide employment for repatriates. 

According to him, 100 ~nits were proposed to be 

started in the electronics industry of which one-third 

would be reserved for Gulf repatriates. He also spoke 

of starting television assembly -units in sane 

21 
emigration pockets in the State. However such small 

endeavours are likely to attack at best only a fringe 

of the problems. 

\-JELFARE OF FAMILIES LEFT BEHIND:- Although the issue 

of the welfare of the migrants• families in the hane 

country has come to be recognized as a potentially 

problematic ene, there are few policies in this area. 

In general, Indian governmert. has not set up any 

special programs to ease the functioning of families 

of the migrar1ts. The social structure itself has 

adopted to meet the demands caused by the absence of the 

migrant workers. 

20. Announced by India's Labor Minister before 
Parliament on 2 August 1982. 

21. Indian Express, 29 May, 1983. 
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MAXIMIZATION OF REMITI'ANCES AND THEIR BENEFITS I 

Receipt of workers• remittances is the most 

significant economic benefit for the sending countries. 

Maximization of these receipts is therefore an explicit 

policy of IndiaR government. Several major Asian labor-

exporting countries have resorted to a variety of 

incentive schemes, such as premium ·exchange rates and 

foreign exchange banking schemes, e.g., non-resident 

foreign currency accounts, in India. Many ccmpanies 

dealing in Foreign exchange have emerged in the host 

countries to facilitate the flow of remittances. It is 

felt, however, that these schemes have not been very 

effective in increasing the flow c£ remittances through 

official channels or, in other words, in circumventing 

black market channels. 

\'lith regard to the use of remittances, the 

disproportionately high expenditure an non-productive 

consumption and inflationazy impact of remittances 

have become a matter of concern to policy makers. 

Nevertheless, only a few specific poliC'I measures have 

been taken so far to divert remittances from non-

od . i 22 pr uct~ve to product ve uses. 

22. Fred Arnold and Shah N.M., op. cit., P-74. 
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A general p.:,licy is to increase the volume of 

workers abroad, thereby enhancing the amount of 

remitt.p1ces. India tlas adopted a policy of exporting 

trained, high qll<llity \vOrkers '.vho would earn high 

salaries and remit large amounts of money. 

D I s c U S ~~-QJT :-

From the foregoing review of the problems of 

emigrants and government policies in India, -two principal 

directions are clearly visible. Ft~~-~, the government of 

India is formulating policies and programs to maximize 

the volume of labor migration to the Gulf countries 

and remittances associated with this migration. ~~S-~_g, 

the Indian gOV'ernment is concerned about the welfare of 

the v;orkers, both prior to migration within India and 

after migr~tion in the Gulf countries. 

The predominant policy to minimize exploitation 

within the sending country is the supervision of recrui

ting agents and a careful scrutiny of v1ritten work 

contracts. However, the policies to ensure the welfare 

of workers in host countries is quite weak. 

The government of India policies are somewhat 

contradictory by nature.While the major objective is 

to maximize the export of labor and enhance remittances, 

the tenns of contracts are not as attractive as it should 
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be in a highly competitive market. If a government 

puts too many conditions on the employer to ensure 

the .,.;elfare of the workers, it may bid itself out of 

the market (Fred Arnold and Shah N.M). 

An alternative procedure that may have a positive 

impact both on the labor export and worker welfare 

consists of cooperative arrangements between sending 

countries. The measures proposed by the International 

Labor Office(ILO) and the ideal of cooperation is a 

worthy one, but there have not been any indications of 

the emergence of such cooperation among sending countries. 

The market still remains highly competitive and under

selling of skills is very common. 

Special care should be taken when the diplomats 

for these countries are selected. It is a wrong practice 

to send only a Huslim as Indian Ambassador to Gulf 

countries. The Ambassadors and other diplanats should 

be properly briefed before they go out for assignments 

in the Gulf countries. 

The gover.nment of India should strictly see to 

it that the tenns and conditions in the contracts are 

respected by the employers, and government in labor

importing countries. If India is to ensure fair working 

conditions for its citizens abroad, it may have to control 

the flow more effectively than it has done up to nowo 





DISCUSSION 

AID~ 

CON:LUSION 

The study of emigration arXl immigration is 

urrlerqoing rapid change. Until recently it was 

dominated by demographers who co~ntrated on 

specifying discrete "push11 am "pull" factors in . 

the sendiig and receiving countries, respectively. 

Sociological co rx:e rn has te rned to focus upon 

the adjustm9nt arrl ass:lmilation of mwcan~rs including 

problems of pre judice and diserimination directed 

to\'lards them by members of the receiving society. 

1'o the extent that various authors have con1ide.red , 

the systemic ·aspects of emigration and immigration, 

they have temed to take a functionalist or 

developmentalist perspectives assuming that migration 

will equitibrate resources and labor meds 

to the berefit of both serrling and receiving countries. 

Recently, a rew approach to migration is emerging; 
i I 

which place the process of emigration and immigration 

in a broader .. context showing how they are part of an 

interconnected world capitalist system. Root.r:!d in 

Marxist theory, contributions to this approach see 
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many fotms of international migration as a product 

' of the logic of capitalist davelopnent. 

I 

The central idaa is schematically presented in 
I 

the following figure. Capitalist develop!l~nt leads 

.to Imerialism (1~), which in turn distorts the 

developnent of colonized te.rritories. '".s a result, 

many people are displaced ~rom their traditional 
I 

eeorxxnic purs.uits, b·~coming available for emigration 

(2~). Meanwhtle as the original capitalist society 

develops its ·requirements for labor , especially 
j ' 

cheap laba>r , increase ( 1 B). These t>«> c::omitioM, 
I 

t~ displac.~ent of colonized. peoples and the 

requirt?"Dant of more labor in the capital ecorany 

arise out of .th·~ logic of capitalist developn~nt. 

An:i both result in pressure for people to migrate 
I 

as workers to the more a1vanc<.'!d capitalist 

countries (2A am 2B) • 

.. 
Capitalist i 

~ devalopnent~ 

Imperialism arxl f I>!m~rrl for cheap 
distorted develop.. labor- in advanced 
ment in 3rd world '3A. capitalist countries 

~ llaportation/ A 
. Immigration · 

of workers 

(Davelopnent of labor migration, as given by 
Lucie Cheng and Edne Bonacich, 19.34, page 3) 
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In other workds, migration is a product not of 

disc.ret am uncon~cted factors in the serrling am 

receiving societies but of historical conrection 

betW9en the countries. It is not fortuitonst it is 

systems.tic. 

In the preqent study of Iniian emigration to 

the Gulf countries, rnither of the above two major 

approaches is proved to be solely applicable. In 

fact, we can say that the Irrlian labo·r · migration 

can be studied al'ki analy913d with a mixed approach 

of both the above mentiored approaches, more 

satisfactorily. 

Mainly the emigration of Irrlian labourers to 

the Gulf countries started during the second half of 

1960sr because of growing unemplo}ment and simplus 

' of labor in .Irdia and due to the economic developn!9nt 

in GUlf countries specially because of oil price hik9s 

twice. Many scholars are of the opinion that there, 
' -

are broadly four reasons, excluding the above om, 

for the large. scale emigration of Indian laborers"! 

to the GUlf countries, viz (1) Decision of th! 

governnents of various Gulf countries to create a 

~lfare state and to provide a wide range of social 
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seNices and securities to its people. (2) In an 

attempt to reduc-3 its deperrie~e on oil export ani 

to diversify its economy, the governnents of GUlf . I , , 
countries started i~Westing its oild earnin;Js. For 

this they had to import both s'kills ~n:l laborers 

(3) The national population is low in the Gulf 

countries-, an::l still lower is its workforce 
' 

participation rate, due to lack of skill and modern 

technical kfl)W-hows. So they heavily depend on 
• I 

imported labor force. (4) Liberal Migration policy 

of governne nt of Ir.dia. 

' 
'l'he Indian migration to overseas countries 

I 
started, much before the migration to the Gulf 

countries, durirq British period who allo~o~ed free 

rmvement of Indian people within the limits of the 

empire's territory. Durirg this period •tmentured 
I 

labor- migration" was taking plac'.:! from India to 

plantation colonies like Malay, Fiji, Trinidad 

and many other places. 

DUring the past world war-II period, there were 

two successive phases of Irdian out migration first 

to the countries like u.s., U .1<., Canada and Australia, 
I 

and in the second phase to the GUlf countries during 
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1960s. We can distinguish between these two phases 

c:£ emigration on the basis of the following pointsa 

(1) Generally the emigration of the first phase 

(to U.s., U .r<., Australia, Canada ani others) 

consisted of highly skilled labourers aM professionals 
' i 

such as doctors ani engineers. But the migrations 
·I I 

to the GUlf countries are consists of all types of 

labo-rers, from housemaids anc1 cooks to contruction . 
labot..;.rers to doctor~ an1 engineers. But the proportion 

'. 

of unskilled ·ani semiskilled labo:_rers is much more 
' . 

than other categories. (2) Secondaly, the miqration 

of the first phase waw always on pennanent basis, 
l 

but in second phase it is always contract based. 
I t 

(3) since the. migrants 'kmw that eventually thay 

will have to come back to their original place, 

their entire life-style· am motivation of going to 
l 

overseas Gulf. countries is different from the 
l 

migration of the first phase who go to establish 

then. (4) s~nce, the migrants to the GUlf countries 

are to come back to India arrl rna ny-a-times are rot 

allowed to take their families along them they 
, I : 

send regular 'remittances for their families, it is 

n::>t the' case lfor the migrants of first phase. 

The striking feature of miaration to GUlf 
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countries is that India as ~11 as most of the 

ecooornies of the labor - supplyir.g countries have 

become heavily depeooent on their migrant workforce 

in the middle-east for managing their balance of 
' 

papent.s (BOP) and it relieves them off, to a 

1 arge extent, the problem of un!!mployment • 

• "rhe dependence of these countries on their 

expatriate labOur is by ro means marginal. It can 

be described as structural. For a considerable period 

of time in future, there ecol'Xlmies will have to rely 
I 

on a large stock of migrant workers, both to maintain 

their le't\tl!ls of consumption arrl to expand their 

ecor:omics at reasonable rates of growth. 

There is ro reliable am ei'X:lugh datas and 

documents on Indian migration to Gulf CQ1J.ntries. 
I 

But it is krown that emigration to GUlf countries 

from India occurs mainly from seven states - I<erala, 

Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Gujarat, Goa, Maharashtra 

and Tamil Nadu •. ,nd out of these se"en states, J<erala 
' I 

is accounted 'for not less than 50% of migrants, 

while its population is only 4% of the Indian population. 

More than 40% of Indian labor.· outflow to Gulf 
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countries consists of unskilled work~rs nearly 47% 

of skilled workers, 12% consists of highly skilled 

and White collar workers. 

The Indian emigration to the Gulf countries 

would seem to provide an example of interrational 

.. trade in services, where the producer of a service 

moves to the consumer of ~ service in order to 

execute the transaction. 
'I 
I 

I<erala is taken for a detailed study, as an 

example of the pan-Indian phemmemn of emigration 

to Gulf countries, because nearly all the datas and 

studies c:.vailable are on Keralat arrl again becau!'le 
I ; 

Kerala contributes 50% of the entire emigrant 

population to the Gulf countries. 

'l'h9 situation of ummplojment is pathetic in 

l<erala, due to the tardy rate of growth of ernplo}ment 

opportunities in the ir.dustrial sector of the state 

ecooomy ard the stagnation of emplo)1nent opportunities 

in the agricultural an:l ~llied sector, !'his may be one 
I 

of thg reasons of the heavy exodus of its population 

to Gulf countries. 
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Again. the number of vacancies arising anrually 

are much lower than the anrual output of highly 

qualified manpower from the educational system in 

In:U.a. It is randanly around so. 9% for highly qualified 

university graduate in 1978. 

Un:1er sueh a situation. Where annual supply exceeds 

several times the anrual absorption capacity, an outflow 
" 

abmad -in considerable nunbers is not surprising and 

does mt lead to domestic shortages. However, in some 

specific sectors the impact is felt e.q., in the 
I 

construction ~1rx1ustries of Kerala. But after brief 
I 

time-l~s, even here the large ummplo)l9d "WOrkforce 

erases the felt shortage efficiently. 

This case of the flow of highly qualified 
. I 

personnels canrot be c:a 1 led "brain-drain" in the ordinary 

sense of the ·teen. The phemmenon is more a ease of 

"BRAIN OVERFLOW". It means that the market demand for 
' 

their se:r:vice has rot developed adequate! y in Irrlia. 
I 

The heavy costs India has incurred by pro&lc:inJ such 

high-V3vel manpower must be considered in detexmining 

the losses sustair:ed by the national economy in allowing 
' 

them to emigrate. 

ConseqUent upon the frequent occ:urence of the 
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exploitation of In:llan migrants to the GUlt c:ountrie s 

by various agents, the Irrlian governnent has passed 

emigration acts that lay lown the procedures for 

emigration. But still then clarrlestine migration is 

taking place through fake emplo~ent agencies. 

rle inh\lman and heart-touching problem related 

to Irrlian emigration to the Gulf countries is the 

export of "borrled labo-rers" arrl "child.-brides", 

which should be stopped as soon as pos~ible. The 

Gulf countries have developed their own perverse 

caste and class "hierarchy based on race": in which 

the Indians, along with Pakistani~s arrl BaBJladeshis 

are put in the. lowest order. ~ven wag~s are based 

on this racist classific:atim. The ,In:Ua:n9 in Gulf 

countries face many social and cultural probl~s 

too. They are not allo~ed to worship or to celebrate 

their religious festivals in public. ~-iomen are harrased 

according to many reports arrl complains. The Indians 
I 

are called as "ABCs" i.e. ~yahs, Barbers, am· Cooks. 

They starve for a culture of their own. 

'l'he problem of return migrants is still more 

threatening for countries like India. !'he main 

problem imolved with the repatriation is the problem 

of providing emplo}'m~nt to them and the problems 
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iiWolved in their social an1 psychological r!!h.:lbilitation. 

The repatriation probl·:ns are likely to becane 

formidable in future times. ~specially for a small 

state like Keral~. the problem will be of strainous 

impact, which will have to r!!absorb more than half. 

the total number of repatriat~s. Unfortun:~tely, the 

goverrment of Inc'lia has ro resettlem'3nt schemes for 

the r9turning emigrants from the GUlf countri~s till 

data. It should take up proper programmes for emplo~ent 

and rehabilitations of the r9turnees. rhe governnent 

should motivate people to stop the wasteful expenditure 

of Gulf momy an1 to channalise them in a way as to . 

cr'iate more explo}!nent 3.nd a higher living standard 

for its peoplt~. 

Keral.~ is one of the states in India whose 

acon:my has sulistantia~ ly bemfitted from rsmittaOC9S1 

it's per-capita income increasad in a spectacular 'llay. 

But most of thesa .ramittsd money is sp.gnt on buying

land and building house (74<>') • on marriage (12~ and 

purchase of consum3r durables (6.7%). Ofcourse, in 

recent years migrants have been irn.r9sting an increatJing 

share of their sa-1ing in businass in Keral a. 
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Migrants from t<~rala h~"'Te been reluctant so far to 

imrc3st in public-s~ctor proj'.!cts for two major reasons 

(1) The ineffici~ncy of the public sectors, and (2) 

Because of the er.roreous mtion that I<'!rala is not 

the proper place to invest. Many of them oo not have 

any exp~rieJ'lOf! in a. busi ress line. 'l'he gonrnn~nt can 

abolish all these problems ·dth proper steps taken 

timely, to abelish the paradoxical situation o~ increasing 

remittances arrl stagnating production of I<erala. 

The musllms of t<erala provided the major source 

of supply of labo-.r;·. in the beginnirg, since they had 

many historical ard raligio,ls reasons am easy access 

to this region. But, recently, few Hin:lus, e"'Ten 
' 

Brahmtrrs and Nairs are also emiarat! ng to the Gulf 

countries. 

India, on the whole, benefits a lot through the 

emigration of its people to the Gulf oountrit!S. ( l)The 

~veranent of India get rid of the un:!mplO}m-!!nt 

problem to scme extent (2) "rhe remittances help in 

reducing Balance of pa;rment and foreign exchange 

' problem (3) Ec.orxnic developnent through irwestm~nt 
i 

of Gulf money is taking place in India ( 4) consequent 

upon th9 inflow of foreign money, the "life-style .. of 

the workers• f.snily are charged markedly. They are now 

leading .a ·much better living stamar4L 
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An interesting aspect of the Gulf miqration is 

that most of the newly wealthy are either Muslims or 

low caste Hindus. '!hey are gaining a· mw and higher 

social status. 

I 

Emigration is mt without its negative impacts. 

~s mentioned earlier it gave rise many malpractices 

lilc::a export of bolkied labo:.r~ exploitation--of migrants 

and child-bride selling system. It encouraged wastefull 

expenditure, dowry system and inflation al'kl price rise 

of many necessary oanmodi ties and 1 and. 

There is an irx:reasing politcal a•Aantnass, 

militarx:y arrl ,furrl.amentali~ in some localities among 

Muslim mirgrants. The improvement in financial ani 

social status of muslims in Kerdla, e.g., lead to 

growth of many Islamic schools, mo~ques and other 
I 

institutions preaching furrlamentalism. 

The incanplete f5nilies of the migrants are the 

centres of prodUction of many psychological problems. 

'I'he left behind. Dl!lWly marri~d brides of the migrants 

firxl it very difficult to adjust with their parents

in-law and frequent quarrels occur between them 

concerning division of the remitted money. 
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To corx::lude, we can say that for a pJ:eoomemn 

whose contribution is extremely significant to- several 

of the country's key ·va·riables the attention given to 

migration by devalopnent .planners has been very 

marginal indeed. various studies present a number of 

ii'nportant issues which m~d the urgent attention of 

developnent planoors. vlithout vigorous policy m~asures 

many of the farJttt.rable effects of migration on the home 

country ecommy arrl on the migrant themselves will-

mt occur while many adverse oms will. Therefore, 

to tap these favourable impulses and to reduce to the 

extent possible the negative impact that a d~velopm~nt 

plannil'X] perspective ar:rl extensive resl'3arch is 

essential. 'rhere is the mad to develop well-coordinated 

programmes of research ani periodic surveys on the 

utilisation of segmert s of the country, an:l the SQCio

cultural impact of migration, etc. The future of Indian 
• 

labour migration to the Gulf countries is frauqht with 

unc9rtainity becau3e of political instability of the 

region am the fluctuating price of oil. The political 

instability has already aff~ted labor .. · flows and will 

co nti ~ to do so in the near future. 

Despite the grim situation. however, it is clear 

that the Gulf countries cannot fulfill their development 

plans without the prese~e of large rumber of foreign 

workers. Therefore, emigration will continue to th! 

Gulf countries from Irrlia. 
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